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PREFACE 

The subject of the following book was suggested 
to me by the Great War of 1914 which witnessed 
rather sweeping changes in the European Law of 
Nations. Some aspects of the study appeared in 
The Modem Review for 1918 and The Common¬ 

weal for 1919. The book is published with some 
additions and alterations. 

Though I am fully aware of the limitations of 
^'International Law ’ in Ancient India, I have 
chosen the title for reasons set forth in the Intro¬ 
ductory Chapter. The period dealt with in the 
survey extends up to A.D« 500 with occasional 
references to conditions that obtained in later 
times. I have nearly finished collecting materials 
for the history of Mediaeval Indian Diplofhacy 
which will be/a companion volume to this book. 

My deepest obligadons are due to Dr. F. W. 
Thomas, Librarian, India Office, London, for the 
sympathetic interest he has evibced in the book ' 
by reading it in' manuscripts and to lUjatantra- 
mvlna Dr. 6.- N. Seal, Vice-Chancdilof». A||ysm:e 
University, who kindly read the^proofs, 
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and offered valuable suggestions. My thanks are 
also due to my brother, Mr. S. V. Venkateswara 
Ayyar, M.A., University Professor of Indian 
History, Mysore, for revising the proofs and to 
my colleague, Mr. M. S. Srinivasa Sarma, M.A., 

for help in correcting the proofs and preparing 
the Index. 

TRlCHtNOPOLY, 

Marc/t, 

S. V. V. 
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CHAPTER I 

General Features : Sources 

Introductory 

The features of ‘ law ’ or positive law, as distinct 
from social laws and laws of morality, are, ac> 
cording to jurists like Austin, command, obli¬ 
gation and sanction. Law implies the existence 

. of a superior authority which issues commands 
, and carries them into execution; the obedience 
; that is rendered to the ‘ sovereign ’ whose autho- 
j rity cannot be questioned; and the sovereign’s 
I right of enforcing the law on the subjects and 
I compelling them to obey. Modem International 
I Law is by all writers on the subject admitted 
I to be not law in the Austinian sense, but a 
I body of custom.It lacks a superior power 

{ * ‘ Strictly speakins Intematioaal Law is an inexact 
; expression and it is apt to mislead ii its inexactness 
; is not in mind ’ said the ILiOrd Chief Justice in the 
■ * Franconia ’ case. ' As hetween nation and nation there 
; are no laws properly so called, though there are certain 
; establi^ed usages, of which the evidence is to be found 
! in the writix^s of persons who give the history of tto 
! relations which have prevailed between nation and 
' nation.’ Sir J. F. Stephim, History of ike Criminal JUm 

of MngUimi, ^.41. 

J 
i 

*1 
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2 INTERNATIONAL LAW 

to enforce it on the nations that claim to have 
the necessary qualifications to be included within 
its fold. Only in the mediaeval period of the 
history of Europe could it be said that there was a 
superior authority recognized as being vested in 
the Holy Roman Pope or Holy Roman Emperor * 
to enforce rules regarding the conduct of the 
European nations in their dealings with one 
another. When the line of the Holy Roman 
Emperors grew weak and could not command the 
like obedience to their dictates, when the attempt 
at the institution of theocracy failed owing to 
the new learning and the reforming ideas in reli¬ 
gion of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

there was no longer any unifying force ; and the 

growing recognition of the spirit of nationality 
rendered common subjection to a recognized 

superior impossible. Modern International Law. 
.t has therefore been held, is the outcome, 
by gradual growth, of a series of enactment, 

I7. mdividnal nations, of decisions of individual 
^ize courts, of state papers issued from time 

to for tte guidance of officers, and, later, 
fte decBjons of arbitration courts, congtesBea 

^omyeiitiQBSt In later times a shadow of a 

’ .’.a , ' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

^ m chap. xv. 
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common superior was in evidence in the Hs^ue 
Conferences which laid down rules of war, peace 
and neutrality, and which the great * Powers ’ of} 
the world agreed to obey. But even the rules 
The Hague were set at nought in many cases 
during the last world-wide conflagration. But 
why should the modern nations have agreed to 
abide by the decisions of The Hague ? It was 
because these rules were the result of common 
consent, being based on principles of common 
humanity, ethics and morality; not that they 
recognised in the Hague tribunal a superior 
to enforce obedience to its rules. The Powers 
of Europe depended till now for the regu¬ 
lation of their international relations iuitr alia 
on the decisions of the Hague Conferences 
which proclaimed in solemn and dignified terms 
the rules by which the modem states were to 
be guided in their mutual intercourse. All the 
nations of to-day guaranteed the observance of 
the rules proposed at The Hague. The late war, 
however, was waged in contravention of the 
accepted laws of nations and in defiance of all 
notions of international morality. It has tflUftn 
little account of the forbidden methods and 
instruments of war&ure. It has laid its iev 
on »d 
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mts 
cathedrals. 

Id nospi 
has shown a treacherous dis 

ses of sa 
and 

jh-sounding theories of publicists, prize courts, 
ogresses and conferent^s. 
With this record of cruelty among civilized 

iscov 
the rules of conduct that guided the states in 

___ I 

ject is one beset with obvious difficulties. We 
should be on our guard against projecting modern 
ideas of political philosophy into a far>o£f age in 
the history of this vast continent where there was 
admittedly a great variety of local customs and 
usages. y'The historian of ancient India has 
more than once been charged with making broad 
j^eralizations unmindful of the changes in dme* 

and c|itum$tanc». It is good to bear this 
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the western sea, through the length and breadth 
of Aryavarta, the same law prevailed in Hindu 
states as recorded by Manu * and other givers 
of the sacred laws. But such statements of 
Manu and other law-givers are regarded by some 
as merely indicating an ideal rather than the 
actual state of things-—as embodying principles 
of international iJieory rather than of international 
practice* Special consideration must therefore 
be bestowed by the historian of ancient India on 
the question how far the maxims and principles 
of sages were honoured in their observance by 
monarchs and statesmen. But some critics may 
go yet further. They may lay the axe at the 
foundation of International Law in India by deny* 
ing the very existence of nations in ancient India. 

We may steer clear of these dijSiculties by 
! considering at the outset: 
I (i) Whether there were nations in ancient 
\ India; 

! 
•i 

t 
A I 

X 

* ii. »». 21-22. 

. 

1 

V 

’ft. 
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6 INTERNATIONAL LAW 

(2) Whether there was a general code of 
laws to regulate their dealings with one another; 

(3) How far this body of doctrine was actu¬ 
ally carried into execution. 

Nations in htdia 

Professor Sidgwick * has analysed the funda¬ 
mental ideas that are implied in the modern con¬ 
cept of a * nation ’ by defining it as an aggregate 
of a large number of human beings, conscious 
of belonging to one another, owning permanent 
obedience to a common government, and'exercis¬ 
ing control over a certain portion of the earth’s 

B/ V<t 

11 -- 

i. %, 

surface. 
From time immemorial there had been political 

units of organization, Aryan and non-Aryan, in 
ancient India. In the /Rig V«da^ the Aryas 
were split up into various tribes which were con¬ 
scious of their unity in race, language, religion 
and civilization. The political unit was the tribe, 

? which consisted of settlements or groups 

Mwo^em Potity^ Lect. t. The lati 
IStler to the ati^or, dated November 

I'doorae, ,tibete were nations in anoitaat 

^ 2S-27) means hy 
ib dbidT todlMtiosi isi 

fs'peofle.' ; 

'•{Ct' 

«'' ,f’s 

■'.ft,,'j ,J 

v'l' ,|>V\ < ' 

fiV' ,i‘ >'' 
' '''i» »(!'hi.?tAfL’.'• 
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of vills^es under a common government, which 
was some sort of monarchy, usually hereditary, 
sometimes elective. There were similar tribal 
organizations among the non*Aryas also. Some 
of the tribes had distinctive names,—Tritsus, 
Purus, Yadus, Anus, Turvasus and Druhyus. 

The transition from tribal to territorial sover¬ 
eignty is revealed in the Yajur Veda., * where the 
Aryan tribes appear as well-knit nations ruling 
over particular tracts of land in the Indo-Gangetic 
plain. The most famous of these are the Kuru- 
PSiichalas, Kosalas, VidShas, K^is, etc. The 
outer belt of nations—the G^ndh&ras, B&h|iksa, 
and others are distinctly mentioned in the 
Atharva Veda,^ 

A third step in nation-building is disclosed in 
the Buddhist period. The political cohesion of 
the tribes which originally should have been 

In JHig yeda, iii. 43. 5, S5ma is addressed as 

Hid., iil. 53.12, the Bharataa are Hid,, 

viii. 6. 46 and 48, and tTiCT* same. 
Dasyn tribes are mentioned in Hig Veda, i. 174.7 and 8. 

Hid., Iv. 16. 13 and viii. 96.17 refer to their orgairized 
hosts^ 
, * B:k., SaktfiaiJu Brahmam, i> 4. 1. 10-17, where 
the river ^^u^vatl is the boundary between the ESwlas 
and th#'Viwbas. * 

V. 22. i-14. 



8 INTERNATIONAL LAW 

loose is a remarkable feature of this age. The 
sixteen great Powers * of India were truly 
national states, whether monarchical or republican, 
and the nature of the relations among them in 
peace and war is in evidence in the literature of 
the time.* These may be said to have had in 
them all the elements of a nation. The existence 
in the same period of the Dravidian kingdoms 
in South India, though but dimly reflected in 
the Buddhist records,® is clearly revealed in 
Pajjini’s ^ time and in the Rock inscriptions 
of AiSoka.® The less advanced tracts of the 
■Dekhan had primitive organizations, but they 

^ These were the Magadhas, KiSis, KSsalas, Kuras, 
PifflUhilas, Avantls, GindhSras, KSmbhSjas, Augas, 
Vrijjis, Cbedis, Vatsas, Matsyas, Mallas, Surasenas and 
Adlakas. 

* The relations of KaadSmbi and Avanti, reflected 
in the Jdtakas; of Magadha, Avanti and KauSdmbi in 
Bhiisa’s Svapnavosavadaita; of Magadha and Kdmpilya 
re^tacred to in the Champayya Jutaka, and of Magadha 

and ElSsala referred to in several Jitakas 
1-230, 283, 415 and 492 in Pansboll’s edition), 

Long to the times of BimbisSra and AjStaSatra 
with Gautama Buddha, whatever 

in which these relations are 
V. 

Safly tJistorv u/ ike 
i, ttt ii, Sec. 3, ppL 
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soon became ' spheres of influence * of the Aryan 
states of the North or the expanding non>Aryan 
realm of Laic^ka in the South. 

A fourth stage is marked by the formulation 
of the rules of conduct for the guidance of the 
various states of North India in their relations to 

i 

one another. On the one hand we have those j 
principles recognized as part and parcel of ; 

in the Smritis of M.na, Yijhaiialkye ^ 
and the rest; and on the other, those laid down 
by secular writers as in Kautilya’s AriJiaSSs^ra 
for the express guidance of kings and their 
ministers. These rules were expected to apply 
not only to the major states but to the tiny 
monarchies and republics of the period. Even 
when the ‘ imperial state ’ was evolved in the 
Nanda-Maurya and Gupta periods, the political 
individuality of the states within the empire 
was recognized and respected. * 

Indian IniemationtU Lem 
Intenmtional Law in * India, was accepted 

dl Indian states, for it was based on 

International Law laid down by 
thrt the various kinsrdonas subordinate to 

^«al of local autonomy.' 
Mag^ha: Indiam Aniigm^ 

pi Antiquity’—India, p. 223. 

Kj, : 
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Dkarma^ ‘ which regulated also the conduct of the 
individual in society. The Dkarma^ we are told, 
was to prevail all over India. It is true that 
in India as in Europe there was no single 
sovereign person who formulated rules of Inter¬ 
national Law and enforced them on the nations. 
Yet there was common subjection to the unifying 
force of Dharma due to the fear that violation 
of die rules would entail the wrath of the 
Almighty. Thus, in India the general rules of 
international conduct were already in existence 
and the nations had only to act up to thei& 
unquestioningly. One point of difference which 
becomes clear to us between ancient Indian 

\ International Law and the modern European Law 

* Dhtama has been variously de&ied 
The Mitlkshara has six kinds of Dharma, Sfdl, ^ISTW, 

TtOT, fhfra and The meaning of the 

word in this <»nnection is probably ' duties ’ only. 
Dutt means by the word,' the totality of human duties 

aE^ of human life in all its occupations, pursuits and 
«8HUtOry ai CioUimiim, vol. ii, p. 239. 

deinea it m ' what it behoves a man of 
i or, on the otitier hand, what a man 

5s, p. 292. 
t hi good form to wow 

al ideal to wh 
lo "obniettn' In 

I !- 

“ . 
4 ' ' 

’ll-' 

^ , __ I .. . . , 'i ' 

itii Jj, 

L UK !. : 

it' : .;,t' 1. 
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of Nations is that whereas the rules of the latteN^o !.p‘ 
are based on the * common consent ’ of the states 
which came within the bounds of the law, in the 
case of the former the rules of conduct embodied 
in Dhanm had to be implicitly obeyed by all 
nations in India, for they were based on a 
superior ethical sense. The Indian Law of Nations 
may thus be held to approach more to the concep* 
tion of positive law than European International 
Law, though it was not administered by a human 
superior, as, for instance, in the Middle Ages in 
Europe by the Emperor or the Pope. 

Rtlatwn of Theory to Practice 

Lastly arises the question regarding the rela 
tion between theory and practice, in international \ 
relations in ancient India. It is generally found 
that against Manu, Kauj^ilya and others is hulled 
the stale criticism that they depict only an 
ideal state of affairs which may not approach 
to the actuality of their time. It must be 
conceded, however, that these works formulated 
a code of laws which approached the actual to 
no an extent than the Code of Grotius, or 
even* ^ Code formulated at The Hague. Grotius 

a .theorist to as great an extent as Kautilya, 
,1^ fules of The Hague have been adhered 

,. ■ 

..“IfJP'v'*? 

ifif’ 

f 



12 INTERNATIONAL LAW 

to no more closely than those of Grotius and 
appear no less fast to become theories. The 
recent Great War seeriis to prove that there 

. can be only a theory of International Law and 
I ithat no real relation subsists between theory 

Und practice.* Again, it is unreasonable to 
suppose that even in the formulation of an 
ideal state of things the theorists would not 
be influenced by the circumstances in which 
they were placed. They must have had in their 
minds not only an ideal condition of affairs, but 
one which, talcing into consideration the circum¬ 
stances of their time, was likely in its practical 
working to conform to their political theories, 

t Professor Keith* says of Kaut:ilya: ‘ Kaujilya 
i was an energetic student of the Arthaittstra, who 

/ ' carried his theoretical knowledge into practice and 
•f \ in the evening of his days enriched the theory by 

'knowledge based on his practical experience.’ 

Idhdamental principle of legislation in 
all laws were traceable to God, 

by tite late war. See 
igt International 

... ... 

’•M2' ^ 
’'nf/' ^ ’ J ' I -Sj 

Hi* ■ >" >i; -i A S V 

Hr- 

' .l' ^ "'H !' >^r 
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and the decrees of the Almighty were revealed 
to us in the Vedas by the saints and sages who 
had knowledge of them. Though they are 
primarily religious, a study of the Vedas leads us 
to the relations that subsisted between the Aryas 
and the Dasyus, who differed in religion, lan¬ 
guage, culture and civilization. It discloses to 
us the various instruments, agents and methods 
used in Vedic warfare. From the ‘ Battle of Ten 
Kings’, the fi^t battle fought in ancient Indi(^ 
may be gleaned the various principles which 
guided the tribal organizations of the age in 
their relations to one another. These rules must 
have been in a rudimentary stage, and there 
could not have been much fair fighting on 
either side. * 

Smriti 
1 •' 

% I 

, As the Aryas penetrated through the heart di 
Hindustan and began slowly to lay the founda¬ 
tion of the future Nation-States, the necessity was 
perhaps recognized for regulations regarding 
mIernatioiMil conduct on an elaborate scale. Thus 
as time, went on, legislation became more and 

.r ..l' ^ 

extensive, and the interpretation of the 
tien law cff the Vedas contained in works of 

f 

‘ ■'V 'I,. 

,i^'\ ''i'"' f- 

hr me Vtdtt, 1117, B; 1.101.1. 



14 INTERNATIONAL LAW 

religious literature became the most important 
source of law. These Smritis* are treatises on 
law, containing among other things elaborate and 
interesting information regarding the rules of 
war, peace and diplomacy. 

Epics and PurUms 

The Epics and the Purapas embody and 
illustrate in the traditional history of India the 

) actual conduct of the nations of the age in their 
, dealings with one another. They abound in 
events and anecdotes which supply ample proof to 
the effect that the international code that existed 
among the nations of the age of the Epics and the 
Puraijas was considerably advanced. These are 
a mine of information, to be judiciously used. The 
Agni Purcim, though a late compilation, has to 
be specially mentioned, for it contains more 
elaborate rules regarding diplomacy, spies of war, 
weapons in war, etc. 

to YSjfiavalkya there are twenty of these 
of DlmmaS&stras. These are:'—Mann, 

t, Y3.jfiayalkya, US&aa, Aneira, Yama, 
,8«mvat^ KStF&yana, Brihaspati, BariiSara, 

k, Paksha, G6tama, SStltapa, 
te has thirty*six names, 

rnmm, OSrgya, NSrwSa, Kadyapa, Vid- 
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Secular Writers 

Next have to be mentioned those sources 
which codify and embody the principles of ^ruti, 
Smritis and Puraijas, and no less important than 
these, the works of literature, and the writings ol 
publicists of the type of Kau^ilya, ^ukra and 
Kamandaka. These are very important, as they 
are adaptations by secular writers of the already 
enunciated principles of international conduct 
in observance in their respective ages. The most 
prominent among these is the Kaulillya * 
(AriMSaistra), a master-work on the art of 
government depicting the politics and society ol 
the pre-Mauryan period of Indian history. The 
ArikaMstra is indeed a gazetteer containing an 
account of almost every phase of state activity. ^ 
The ^ukraniii* and the NUisSra of K&ma^d* ' 
aka^ are of the same stamp as the Kaufitfya and \ 
contain an exposition of the many phases of the ) 
government of an Indian state. Among the secular ' 
works of less renown which throw some light on 
this particular aspect of Indian administration 
have to be mentioned the NtiitOtkyllmritat of 

* R. Shams Sastri’s Edition (1909), and Translation. 
? V. BhattSchSrya’a Calcutta Edition, and Tran- 

on hv Mr. B. E. Sarkar published by the Ffaini 
. ‘Ail^dMbad, in the Sacred Books of ike ffimius Sanea. 

It V. BhattSdbSrya’s Edition. 
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S5madiva, and the NlHprakU^ika^ works no 
doubt of a later age, * but specially important as 
disclosing to us the implements and methods of 
warfare in their epochs. Various other sources 
appear, e.g., the deliberations and decisions of 
Paris hods (corresponding in a way to the decrees 
of prize courts and arbitration tribunals), and 
^iskfScMra (custom).® 

Inscriptions and Foreign Traveller^ Accounts 

Lastly must be mentioned the data of the 
coins and inscriptions, and the accounts of con¬ 
temporary travellers regarding the actual conduct 
of international relations. These, though rare, 
are invaluable to us, not only as embodying 
the various principles of the law of nations 
as adopted in the historic period, but as 
enabling us to judge the relation of theory 
to practice and as containing evidence which 
corroborates what has been embodied in tradition. 
The Edicts of Al5ka,® for instance, reveal to 

is a work of the tenth century 
The Nttiprakasika is published by 0. 

b.' H. ■... . •* . . id A . . eiaa ^ . mb m A ^ 

Etliitetttd to t ValSatopSyart^. 
vttiOQS sources of law this is mentioned 

.l,;,l;!ijMid3^iD!kd yaffimaikya, i. 7. 
IT' mas m’idSbCfm t' 

the subordinate 

as well lor thdr 

r -”s , ’ 
s rj , »f, *rjfs!K’ 

'' i' ’l' 

W ''V r; 
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us what should be the relations of the King and 
the provincials and how best to carry out the 
l«inciples of Dkarma, The accounts of contem* 
porary travellers should, by no means, be left out 
of consideration. Megasthenes, * for instance, 
has the following important observation:— 

‘ Whereas among other nations it is usual 
in the contests of war, to ravage the soil and then 
to reduce it to an uncultivated waste, among the 

Indians, on the contrary by whom husbandmen 
are regarded as a class that is sacred and inviola* 
ble, the tillers of the soil, even when battle is 

raging in their neighbourhood, are undisturbed 
by any sense of danger, for the combatants on 

either side waging the conflict make carnage of 
each other, but allow those engaged in hus^ndrj 
to remain quite unmolested. Besides, tibey 
•either ravs^e an enemy’s land with fire ncMr cut 
down its trees. Nor would an enemy coxnung 
upon a husbandman at work on land do him 
harm, for men of this class, being regarded as 
pcddic benefactors are protected from all injury.’ 

In this passage he not only points out one 

of the most humane principle of war&re in 

bUneiSss, as to give instruction in the Dhurma,* Ben 
Dhamut as ‘ law of piety 

rt' * *11 
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observance in India—Devastation was forbidden 
—but also discloses to us how the actual rules 
of warfare in India were considerably in advance 
of those that obtained among the other nations of 
his time (300 B. C.). The bulk of the Indian 
people were agriculturists, and the immunity of 
the agriculturists from disturbance amounted 
practically to immunity to most of the non-com¬ 
batant population. Much in the same strain runs 
the testimony of Yuan Chwang * who thus des¬ 
cribed warfare in India when he visited the country 
(seventh century A.D.) :—* Petty rivalries and 
wars were not infrequent, but . . . they did little 
harm to the country at large. ’ These accounts 
of what the travellers actually found in India 
bear testimony to the fact that the principles of 
International Law in India were not merely 
theories, but that some of them at least were in 
actual working among the nations that existed at 

‘ the time of their visit to India. 
J The general rules of international relations are 

apply well in the case of the kingdoms 
India, P§n4ya, ChSla and ChSra. The 

of Tamil literature throw a good 
light on the information 

fF0^, vol. ii. 
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supplied by the Sanskrit and Buddhist works of 
the North. The Kural, one of the first and most 
important productions of the Tamil l^angam/ 

contains detailed regulations regarding the 
diplomacy, the general martial spirit, of the Tamil 
people and all that relates to the philosophy of 
war. From the Purai^nBrut a work also of the 
J§ang^am age, may also be gleaned some of those 
doctrines of international conduct which show 
that the nations of South India were not behind 
their sister nations of the North in regard to this 
matter. * 

^ The KeUingaOuppermi, probably of the elev(mth 
centnry A.i>., is a martial aong. It describes the war 
that was waged hy KulQttapga ChS}a against the king of 
Kaliaga. 
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Subjects and Divisions 
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Subjects 

We shall now pass on to the consideration oi 
what dasaes o£ states were within the bounds d 
International Law in ancient India. Were there 
an^’ communities to which the general rules d 
international conduct as laid down in works of 
literature and in actual observance in the various 
epochs o£ ancient history did not apply ? Since 
International Law, as law in general in India, 
had its origin in DAarma, it may be said that all 
the Aryan states were bound to observe the 
various rules of Dkarma in peace and war. * 

In the Rig-Vedic age certain principles o£ 
conduct appear to have been observed by the 
tePtel communities in their dealings with one 

But m the Aryas ol that age were 
smdl in numbers, we should not 

to be guided by 
The Vedic 

j. 
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' 
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SUBJECTS AND xmmom n 
Aiyas are said to have used poisoned arrows to 
slay their adversaries in battle; ^ and a few cases 
show that wholesale slaughter was not quite un¬ 
known.^ In the age of the Epics all the nations 
—whether Kdsala, Magadha, Kambhbja, Pa^da^va 
or Kaurava—are found to accept certain principles 
of international morality which are laid down in 
the literature of that period. The same apply 
to later times also so far as the sovereign and 
independent states of India were concerned. But 
we meet with a few cases which, to all appearance 
at least, might be treated as exceptions to 
the general rule:—(«) The non^Aryan tribes 
especially of the Vedic and Epic periods, (i) 
The vassal, dependent or part>sovere%n states 
which were evolved consequent on the formatagiia 

the Imqierial states in the Nanda^rMawys 
aiod, later, the Gupta, period. 

(a) In the early Vedic age when the Aryas 
and the Dasyus came into conflict, it could not 
be said that there was fiair fighting on either side. 

■‘fi ■ 
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Neither party shrank from the use of objectionable 
agents, instruments and methods of warfare. 
Both Aryas and non*Aryas appear to have been 
guided by more or less the same standards of inte^ 
tribal morality. In the Epic period we notice 
that R&vaijia, Vibhishaigia, Sugriva, Vali, Virata 
and various other non*Aryan chieftains were not 
behind the Aryas in their ideas of international 
obligations. To cite only a few instances: The 
conversation * between Vili and Rima shows that 
the stealthy bolt of RIma which shot Vali dead 
was an offence against International Law even as 
known to the V&aara chief. R^vaoa spared the 
life of Hanumin because it was pointed out to 
him that he was an ambassador from R&ma and 
that the person of an ambassador was sacred and 
inviolable.^ If Rflvaijia's attempted seduction of 
SIta was an act of war and morally reprehensible, 
it ought to be remembered that the Aryan prince 
had given Riva^ia a casus belli by mutilating his 
sister SQrpanakhfi. Kind hearts were not lack* 

* 

mg the RIkshasas, some of whose women 
fidends of S!t& in her exile. A sense 

sunong them is proved by the 

See, 17, tv. 14ff. 
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desertion of Vibhishajjia and the wholesome 
advice of Kumbhakar^ia and Maricha to Rava^ia. 
The reluctant MSrlcha had to be driven on pain 
of death to take part in Ravaija’s wicked attempt 
at the seduction of Sita. Kumbhakanja gave a 
moral discourse * on the wicked conduct of 
Rava:gia when he was awakened by the latter 
to fight against Rama. A sense of political 
duty is proved by Kumbhakarija’s adhering to 
Ravajja, and of chivalry by the latter’s refraining 
from the murder of Sita though he found his 
overtures repeatedly rejected. These instances 
show that the non-Aryas were no strangers to 
the rules of political morality which had been 
recognized at the time. The Aryan bard may 
explain away the good points of his foes add Jhe 
weaknesses of his own heroes. But all this testi¬ 
fies to the advanced character of the non-Aryas 
of the age. 

{6) Next, as regards the imperial states of the 
Nanda-Maurya and Gupta periods. As we advance 
from the Epic age, we find there is gradual inco^ 
poration one by one of the smaller states, once 
independent and sovereign, for the formatioti 
of a'^ * Composite ’ state made up of a domi^t 

.i.-f ■> ... 
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uninhabited or inhabited by less powerful tribes. 
In this process of expansion of the Aryan domi¬ 
nion in the North, or the non-Aryan kingdom 
of Lagika in the South, we meet with the formation 
of spheres of influence or protectorates. Instan¬ 
ces of these may be seen in Kishlkindha, the realm 
of the Vanara tribe; Khiiij^avavana and Hidim- 
bavana inhabited by the Nagas and other abori¬ 
ginal races. It could not be said that these 
possessed the essential characteristics ^ that mark 
the type in modem times. They were probably 
not considered to be on a level with other inde¬ 
pendent or partly independent states, and do not 
appear to have been possessed of the same rights 
or subject to the same duties as others in war 
and peace. 

Thus, among the states that were subjject t© 
International Law in ancient India we 
three kinds or grades:— ' 

(i) Sovereign and independent states^ in 
each (rf the ages of the ancient histmry of Indian 
Tribal as in the of the Mantras; Territoii|i 
as in the period, of the Epics; Political as in tid 

* Lmi, i. 
. . , f ' . V 

foegh'rieinijdnsad U the Ari/Masim m 
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epoch of the Buddha; or Imperial as in the age 
of the Mauryas or the Guptas. Both Aryan and 
non-Aryan states appear to have been guided 
by more or less the same ideas of morality in their 
relations with one another. 

(a) The part-sovereign, dependent states and 
'a and Gupta periods. 

{3) Spheres of influence or protectorates 
which were for the most part bones of contention 
between the Aryan kingdoms of the North and 
centre, and the non-Aryan tribes of the South and 
of the borders. 

Divuions 

The accepted divisions of Modern International 
Law are war, peace and neutrality. In India also 
it may be said that these divisions held good in 
general. The three divisions do not, however, 
appear clearly in all the periods of ancient Indian 

e find that in the age of the Mantras there 
“ ' two attitudes among the tribal communi- 

—war, and no war. These two 
ii- " 

Istf clearly in evidence especially in the 
Ai^,pil, the. Cisyus. Many 
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not only between the Aryas and non*Aryas 
but among the Aryas themselves. The Aryan 
tribes had petty jealousies and quarrels which 
often broke out into internecine wars. * This 
naturally led the way for diplomatic alliances 
of some Aryan tribes with the D^yus against 
their fellow-Aryas, and the Vedic bards called 
down the wrath of their deities on their foeSi 
both Aryas and non-Aryas. ^ In course of time 
such political alliances assumed a permanent 
character. The' Battle of Ten Kings * was fought 
between the Tritsus, a pure Aryan race, under 
their leader Sudas and a confederacy of ten kings 
of Aryan and non-Aryan tribes. We do not find, 
however, rules laid down in the Rig Vsda regu¬ 
lating the rights and obligations of the tribes 
in peace or war; and in the actual conduct 
towards one another, the tribes do not appeiur 
to have been led by advanced notions of inter¬ 
national morality. Thus the hymns disclose to 
us that, among the communities of the age, war, 
^ace and alliance for war, were the only divisions 
of intertribal relations. 

By the 9^ of the Epics the Aryas had 

*• 1; 

■ * jRig.Vitda, viil. 18. 18. 
; ’ t Vi. 33. 3; x. 83.1. 
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/idence shows 

tward from the Indus 
southward along the 

> Cutch; and 
west to east along the foot of the Himalayas. But 
in their advance they had always to meet the 
bold resistance of the non-Aryas. The actual 

was certainly 
international 

Iso appear to 
3 of literature 

codified the various rules of conduct which 
intended for the guidance of the states of 

the in their dealings with one another. 
were equally 

neans rare d 
Aryan kings, 

were in tlteir period of exile given 
Vir&la. The 
an indistenoue 
idatement of 
yba, is another 
eeme to cifer 
f a sphere of 
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influence in the South, by the Aryan kingdom ol 
the North. 

Another division of international reIatic«Qs 
is clear to us in the same period, is diplomacy. 
Even in the * we find mention of. 
the ‘ envoy ’; but an ambassador used in the 
sense of a person accredited by one king or 
country to another appears to be a development 
of the Epic age. Diplomatic relations were 
carried on between courts in India during times 
of peace, and the principles of equity regaiding 
this division of International Law, which guide 
the nations of modern times appear to have been 
largely followed by the nations of the heroic age. 
The Epics abound in instances which illustrate 
the sacredness and inviolability of the person .of 
ambassadors, the errands on which they 'twe 
sent and the treatment to be accorded to 
They contain detailed regulations 
the subject of diplomacy. * As the ambamdo# 
is only a mouthpiece of others who oesad him *, 

4 

' - I * * ,i' I 

^ ii. 127, 9 5 Wil6)oa tnmslates' 
tmdecayiQg Agm, (saciifibes) wait upon thee as ' ' ‘ ' 
(upon a prince) 

itjojatmity oenoadad to 
heralds is Dt* OppaniMm. 
«ildSst.7oet oi IfiAemalicmid t^Aw. * p, I*" VS' 
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and as he advocates not his own cause but that 
ol his masters, ‘ even if he be armed with weapons 
he should not be slain. ’ * As we advance, we 
find there was not only interchange of embassies 
in India, but some Indian rulers kept friendly 
relations with foreign monarchs. 

Instances appear largely in the Epics and 
PurS^ias of neutraliaation of persons in war, 
There were advanced rules for the treatment of 

one instance: 
In the Mokl^karata * we read that the following 
were not to be slain in battle—‘ Those who 

52. 21 
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je sleeping, thirsty, fatigued, or insane; those 
:ho are flying or walking along the road; 
•hose who are engaged in eating or drinking; 
hose who have been mortally wounded or 
jxtremely weakened by wounds; those who 
•re in fright; those who are unfit for further 
ction; those who are struck with grief; and 
hose who are camp followers or doing menial 
■ervices.’ Thus in addition to war two other 
iivisions of international relations appear in the 
ipic age in particular—Diplomacy and Neutra* 
ization. 

Manava and other Dharmal^stras of the same 
itamp reveal to us rights and obligations in war, 
seace and diplomacy. Rules were framed by 
hese governing the conduct of Indian nations 
n war. Apastamba, ^ for instance, has: ' The 
Aiyas forbid the slaughter of those that have 
aid down their arms, of those that beg for mercy 
vith dishevelled hair, and joined hands, and of 
higitives,’ Manu ^ speaks thus of the a|^int- 
nent of an ambassador‘ Appoint one .who 

VH. 5.10-11. 

*vil 63. - , ..'I 
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is learned in all ^iras^ clear, intelligent and 
bom of noble family, one who can read 
(intention), ukara (attitude) and cfashfa (be¬ 
haviour). 

Kau^ilya ‘ divides foreign rulers under four 

heads;— 
(«) Art (enemy), {b) Miira (friend), (c) Mad- 

kfama (mediator), and {d) UdSstna (neutral). An 

and Mifra are again either natural or artificial. 
A watchful {Madhfama) king was to consider his 
immediate neighbour a natural foe. Other states 
were to be considered in relation to their situa¬ 
tion in the circle of states, proceeding from the 

!r 

circumference. The second, fourth and sixth 
states from him were likely to be inimical to 
him. The next king beyond the neighbour, 
whose friendship has been inherited from father 
and grandfather, was his natural friend. The 
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Aird and fifth states from him were likely to be 
friendly. * A ruler who ‘ is merely antagonistic 
and creates enemies * was a factitious enemy. A 
|ring whose aid was required by another for tem¬ 
porary purposes of self-preservation was an acqui¬ 
red friend of the latter. A Macliyama was 
one capable of giving aid to both the contend¬ 
ing parties or defending one of them from 
invasion. A ruler who was between two enemies, 
powerful enough to give aid to either of them or to 
resist either of them or a MadAyama, was neutral 
{Uddiiim). But, as the term implies, he was 
indifferent, and inclined to give help to neither and 
avoid involving himself in hostilities.^ Kau^ilya 

^ AriAa^ssira, p. 315. 
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says, if a Madhyama be on good terms with both 
the inimical and the friendly states of a king 
that particular ruler should be friendly with him- 
otherwise he should ally himself with the 
enemies. 

According to Kau^ilya, the divisions of inter* 
national relations correspond roughly to his 
divisions of the rulers. These are 

(i) Vigraha (war), (a) Sandhi (peace), (3) 
Asam (neutrality). He says ‘ whoever is inferior 
to another shall make peace with him; whoever 
is superior in power shall wage war; whoever 
thinks " no enemy can hurt me, nor am I strong 

I „ 
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enough to destroy my enemy ” shall observe neut¬ 
rality.’* To these three divisions he adds three 
nnnor ones :—Sam^raya (alliance), (prepara¬ 
tion for fighting or expedition), and Dvddkt' 
bhEva (double policy).* The last is an attitude 
that may reasonably be expected of Kautilya and 
similar secular writers, because the foreign policy 
they formulate is for an Imperial state for 
the safety of which it was necessary that it 
should be ever prepared for war against the 
other less powerful states which it may have 
incorporated, and which therefore might turn 
out to be insurgents at any time and stir 
up a coalition to shake off the yoke. The 
term ® has been defined by him thus; ‘ Whoever 
thinks that help is necessary to work out an end 

^ ArtkaSOsira^ p. 261. 
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shall make peace with one and wage war with 
another.’ This attitude shows us how practical 
Kautil)a was as a statesman. It may therefore be 
said that rights and obligations regarding alliance 
and diplomacy which according to Kautilya are 
to be included in peace, along with war, peace 
and neutrality, were defined during his time. 

The accounts of foreign travellers unfold the 
rights and obligations that were actually in 
existence in times of war. They throw some 
light on the weapons and army organizations at 
the time of their visit to India. 

The Agni PurUips, lays down rules regarding ; 
war and diplomacy. It gives detailed description ' 
of the instruments and methods of warfare. The > 
various qualifications, duties and immunities of | 
ambassadors are also set forth in the work. From j 
the secular works on polity such as the 
also may be gleaned all the divisions above:| 

—war, peace, alliances and diploraacy.| 
the above account of the divisions of Intei>:| 

-it will be clear that war and peace| 
prevalent throughout Alliance^| 

li|’^^i;iei^e in peace or for purposes o| 
, . ... . . it jl*  —.if imfflBtsa e'&en from the time of tiN 
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Rig Veda, This aspect of International Law 
will be discussed under war, and under peace. 
Diplomacy in the sense of the accrediting of 
jnvoys from one court to another for political and 
'.ntemational purposes is a feature that dates only 
;rom the Epic age, and most of the later works 
:learly include this as one of the divisions of 
ioreign relations. As the system of interchange 
)f ambassadors was generally stopped on the 
ive of two states entering into hostilities, 
his subject will be included and fully dealt 
vith in the broader division of Peace. It has 
oeen noted that along with the rules of war 
md peace appear also some of neutrality, tihe 
atter being especially a feature of the age of 
KmtiHya. This branch of International Law is 
aot dealt with in any detail in the ancient wMks 
m polity. The ArtJkaSusira is the only sourof 
>f information on this head. Thus we may 
proceed to deal with the subject under the broad 
ivisions of:— 

(i) Rights and oUigations in peace, induci¬ 
ng dliance and diplomacy. 

(;*) Rights ^d obligations in war. 
(3) R%hts and obligations, as 
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General Rights and Obligations 

IN Peace 

The rights and obligations by which states 
in ancient India were guided in times of peace 
form probably the most difficult aspect of the 
study of Indian International Law. This subject 
has received little attention in the mass of 
ancient litemture, though there are elaborate 
regulations to guide the Indian states in the 
conduct of war. It will perhaps be said tha*.^ 
there need be no regulations for the conduct 
sbates in their dealings with one another in normt^ ^ 
times; still, there are certain features of intems«| 

I ""S 

tional behaviour which are too important to be lel|| 
out of consideration, viz. diplomacy and allianceif^ 

the relation of a particular state to the props 
subjects of other states. The paucity 

Is here is noteworthy. The informatki 
vailous heads has, to be culled, and I 

from tibe incidents record 
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treatment of diplomacy as a branch of inter* 
national conduct is in evidence only from the age 
of the Epics. Here as well as in other sections of 
International Law, the work of Kautilya forms a 
landmark. It is only from the ‘ historic ’ period 
that we have any regulations at all regarding the 
principles to .which in normal times a nation had 
to conform in’its relations with the persons and 
property of the other independent states in 
India. 

The rights and duties in times of peace, of a 
state which came within the fold of Indian 

I 

International Law may be considered, as they 
have been by western writers on International j 
Law, under the head of Rights and Obligations \ 
connected with (at) Independence, {i) Jurisdiction, I 
(tf) Property, (d) Equality and (#) Diplomacy. ^ 

(a) Rights conwcUd with Indspsndmes 

Independence has been defined as the right • 
of a state to mans^e all afifairs, internal oe j 
external, without control from other states.'^1 

* Lawrence, Inismatiotud Zaw, pt. ii, chap. i. 
says that the troubles of a Hasr’are 

j&teamal and partly (Hctemal. His Ideal oi toi • 
ent * $^te is cSeer from the disadvantai^^'^^ ^Com^isl' 

he menticms on p. 
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The subjects of every state were conscious of 
their being subordinate to a higher sovereign 

authority. ‘ The multitude obey the words of 
this sovereign and they cannot command him.’ * 
Throughout ancient Indian history the king 

was the administrative head of the state, for 
it was he * who sustains realms * and no one 

as being merely a human being. He had the 
right of issuing laws suited to the needs of 
his state, subject, of course, to the all-pervad- 
mg DJiarma, Though in early Vedic literature 
‘ there is no reference to the exercise of the 
l^islative activity of the king, ’ in later times, 

* MahoBhiOraia: ^Sntl: Rijadharma, 58.144. 

asit ^1; ff I 
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* Saiapaika BraAma^, ix. 4.1. 3. 
^oti: Rijadharma, 67. 40. 
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we find, ‘ it is an essential part o£ his duties.* * 
Royal proclamations are common from the time 
of Asoka, whose edicts stand as glorious monu¬ 
ments of the legislative activity of that monarch. 
It should be conceded, however, that there was 
little necessity for any new legislation in India 
in addition to what was contained in the accepted 
sources of law already in existence. 

The head of each state, be it a monarchy or a i / 
republic, managed its internal administration in | 
his own way,® He had the right of taking certain * 
revenues from his subjects for the expenditure of 

^ Index of Names and Svhfecis, vol. ii, p. 214. 
Kautilya mentions the sources of law as dharma^ ekariir»t 
vyavahara and rifaSUsana. 

* For the duties of princes vide, e.g., SukrantH, dtep. i. 
Eautilra is not oblivious of the existence of tiepuhiios 
which were independent and had their own officers. Sm 
ArihaSostra, xi. 

Buddhist works make it dear that the indepdideneie e4 
these republics, however tiny, was real and was eflMvl* 
xvely exercised in roatters of .domestic Mkd eves at 
foreign policy. and Vin/aya'. Saered Boedts, oi ^ 
Bast, ix. pp. 3 and 4; xiii. 2^ 307; xx. 4(^ '^.7 

We have reference to ‘ Kshatrtya republics ’ in Rafei^^ 
jampada. (Rapson,CmW, pp. 11--13. Plates UlL 
20^ and IV. 1.) Othftf tedependoot republics whidt iip||Bp 
odds were the tldianbarae and Rup^M of. iiai| 

of the 
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the realm, as is evidenced by the DharmaSastras, 

Nltisiras and the Epics. He constituted the 
supreme court of judicature. He was the chief 
commander of the forces of the state, had the 
right of leading the army in person to the field of 

battle, and call upon his subjects to fight in 

times of war against other states. The head of a 
particular state could enter into alliances with 

other states, conduct wars and conclude treaties. 
He had the right of accrediting ministers to 
foreign countries on matters of external policy, 

and in turn receive ambassadors sent to him. 

(b) Rights connected with Jurisdiction 

1^;:' 

Generally speaking, a state had jurisdiction 
over all persons and things found within its 
territory. No doubt, it recognized private pro¬ 
perty owned by individuals who were allowed to 

<ajijoy the fruits of their toil, ^he travellers pass- 
libfough the territory of a state were subject 

M^'^riWnal law. The state had jurisdiction over 

^ its limits, both real and personal. 
rin,. fibe ArtAaSSsira^ it had alsd 

It;' Stoi i Eljudharmai 76. 
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absolute jurisdiction over the vessels that visited 
its ports and had the right of dealing with piracy 
on its coasts. The ships that passed along a 
state’s coasts were subject to the local law, tolls- 
and jurisdiction. In the reign of Chandragupta. 
Maurya, when the admiralty was organized as a 
separate department of the military administration^ 
various rules were framed regarding the conduct 
of ships that sailed along the ports of the state* 
The ojfiicers in charge could doom pirate vessels 
to destruction. They could seize the ships 
that were passing the port on their way to an 
enemy destination. They could take to task 
vessels that did not observe the rules in ports and 
harbours. * It is thus clear from the Ari^aiSsira 
that a state had the right of issuing regulations 
to be observed by the ships on its coasts. It 
had the right of collecting tolls and probably 
possessed also what is now known as the right 
Df ‘tonnage’ and ‘pounds^.’ The state also* 
owned ships which were let out on hire for 
the transport of passengers and merchandise. » 

* Arihofasira, p, 126. 
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The territorial possessions of a state in ancient 
dia consisted of land and water, and rivers and 
ees within its land boundaries. It possessed 
5 proceeds of mines, forests, public works, 
sture lands, and trade-routes that came within 

t 

between one set of 
d. 

■^.0 

..Vf;, 

• v. 
it*» ■ 
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There were various modes by which a state 
could acquire new territory. The oldest of them, 
and the most frequently employed, was colonization 
and settlement. From the age of the Rig Veda^ 
the Aryas are seen to penetrate into the surround¬ 
ing jungle tracts which were either uninhabited or 
inhabited by less civilized tribes. The Rsmsyatfa 
tells the story of an attempt at the colonization 
of South India by the Aryas of the North, and 
shows how they faced the resistance of the non- 
Aryan powers of the South in the process of 
advance into new tracts of territory. Before th& 
age of the Epics, the Aryas had advanced to the 
region of the Jumna and the Ganges; and this 
onward movement is-clearly illustrated by the 
greater geographical knowledge that is revelled 
in the BrShmaijias. Coming to later ticaes, flue 
colonization of Ceylon by Vijaya from l^engid 
and that of Java and other foreign 
historical examples of this process 
of new territory.* 

Orissa Ressarek Sacitiy for !t$17, pp. 425-507 and Jmrmd, 
oi ihs Royal Asiatic Sowiy for 1922, pp. 83-84. 

■* Tnmcmr, chapa. 
The iUnetrati(Mie hi Mr. Mookherjea’s /wiihp 

(pp. 44 and 4^ are interesthif In 
For..di8Q)M»leiiil.;tra whether the ' 

out .-to 

■ i . , -v , ' ■ 
, % v: 

I' 'iV'K" 
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A second method o£ acquiring new territor 
was by conquest. Digvifaya or the conquest c 
the four quarters, on which successful kings se 
out from time to time is clearly illustrative of th 
fact that conquest was one of the most importan 
methods of territorial expansion. In the Artha 
^tra^ acquisition of new lands by conquest ii 
regarded as very desirable; and later kings 
mch as Samudragupta and Harsha, were grea 
>o;mquerors. 

Cession and purchase as modes of territoria 
, ^ ^Jttension were rather uncommon. In Kautilya’j 

; work: 2 we find examples of these employed as 
i conditions of treaties which concluded the wars 

■!' the states of his time. An instance o 
fej^-of territory by one state to another is offeree 

;the .'aucient. ■ history of Magadha. ® Bimbisara 

-Siwarfj/ for 1917 and Modem Revm 

colonization of new landi 
the ^ka^asira, pp. 293-%. 
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the king oi Magadha, got some villages in Kali 
as gift from the king of Kosala whose daughter 
he had married. This, we are told, was revoked 
after Bimbisara’s death, and his son Ajatalatru 
had to wage a war with the king of K6sala for 
the recovery of the lands which had once been 
secured as a gift. The cession of Ariana by 
Seleucus Nikator to Chandragupta is another case 
in point.* An earlier instance of the idea of 
gift is to be found in the MahJXhhMrata. where the 
Pa^^a^vas ask for a small piece of land from the 
Kauravas who had dominion over almost the whole 
of Mcdhyad'i&a, A state in ancient India in 
exercising its powers oVer the territory belong¬ 
ing to it, treated new acquisitions as 

i. Protectorates or Spheres of influence, 
such as the ‘ border peoples ’ of the Maiiiyn 
empire. 

ii. Dependencies or Vassals, such as thie 
peoples conquered by Samudragupta. 

Obligations of a State regarelmg /ndePemtemei 
Jurisdiction and Property - ' . 

t I *• 

. ' ' e * 

But there were various obligations 
l^ad of a state had to fulfil, hi he shc^ilii 

Smitibt, Eariy ff&iery '9/; '' ■ ' F 
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rights above mentioned. There were limitations 
to the power of the sovereign, both internal 
and external. In the Mahnihnrata the king 
is made to say, ' I shall always have in 
mind the welfare of the state. I shall always 
abide by the law and the rules of ethics and 
politics prescribed by the sages. I shall never 
be arbitraryThe Sukrmtti mentions the 
protection of subjects as a primary function of 
the king. ^ There were also the popular institu¬ 
tions and the councils of ministers, which the 
teionarchs consulted and which proved to be a 
dheick on the absolute power of the sovereign. 

As regards external obligations : 
First, there were the assemblies of kings of 

^iiferent grades of wealth and power, who met 
ite decide questions of common policy in war and 

S'l"’ I ' 

Viteiice. An instance of such royal assemblies is 
Mc^iMi^rata where, before the actual 

of the hostilities between Virata and the 
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Kauravas, an assembly met for deliberation on 
the conduct of the war. The kings who sat in 
council were expected to follow the general rules 
of courtesy and etiquette. They were to tak« 
their places in the order of their rank and 
affluence, and great importance wasrattached to 
the observance of ceremony and decoruTra* 

Secondly, a king was bound to observe the 
terms of the alliance or the treaties that he may 
have entered into with others. Such alliances 
were common, even as early as the age of the 
Rig Veda and appear more frequent as we 
proceed. In later times ^ alliances are ibund 
not only between states of equal power md 
resources, but between those of unequal | 
and extent of territory. In these the ; 
powerful of the parties had some adyiii(3i|pi| 
the inferior states seeking the a^!a||0%.v^| 
daily, the smaller state in an alli«Eise.;$^ 
infringe with impunity the rights wA'd 
by which it was bound. We ilb. mUsi. 
any rules as to the i^nalfy-i 

^ ;; 

.3 
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violated the terms of the alliance was subjected. 
In most cases, non-fulfilment of the conditions of a 

treaty implied not only the odium of the other 
states,. but war against it by the others and its 
possible extinction. * 

Thirdly, there was the obligation that was 
more or less self-imposed by all kings, specially 
Kshatriya princes of ancient India, viz, the duty of 

fighting for redeeming the cause of righteousness 
or to preserve the ‘ balance of power ’ among 
states.® The Pa^idavas declared war against 
jarasandha, king of Magadha, when he had with 

his devouring ambition subjugated all kings of 
the North and was about to crown himself the 
Emperor.® This war may in the language of 
modem International Law be said to have been 
waged to keep up ‘ the balance of power ’ among j 

the states in North India. The intervention of i 
Rama in the quarrel between Vali and Sugriva i 

the European nations we find that the methot ' ^ 
MiW^di-a nation that had infringed the ordinary rules 

, wtekfibnal conduct could be punished in the la^§^ 
waSby the declaration of war on it by the rest3>; t 

' was certainly bound 
''pE|l^|his ;'fe<ote^try from unnecessary intervention wM 

he^ up its own sovereignty, as well*! 
'<p:ffiep?in(a|fe’qf'^tt-preservation. 

■ : IS. .'Bfl 
; ^ iRmsyam f Ei^ittdha Kapda, 16 and 17. 
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was with a view to uphold the righteous cause, 
that of Sugriva, against his wicked and powerful 
brother. Fighting to redeem the cause of right 
was enjoined as a duty on all Kshatriya sove¬ 
reigns, and this is clear in the Bkagmat Gita ^ 
where the Lord Sri Krishna expounds to Arjuna 
the duty of all Kshatriyas to fight for tine right 
cause, irrespective of the possibility that it might 
lead to the destruction of one’s own race. This 
was on the ground that the Kauravas were 
cruel, and had not been following the path of 
Dharma^ 

Fourthly, there were limitations on the juris¬ 
diction of a sovereign over the property and 
persons found within the limits of his state. 
Religion was a great force in the moulding of 
society and politics in ancient India; and 
protection of all institutions from ravages was 
(^rtainly a primary duty observed by all r%hteiottS 
sovereigns. The subjects of every > sta^ were 
allowed the right over their pK|>erty, the lybgs 
being guided here by the eternal rules of 
Uimecessary interference with, and seizure o| 
the rights of private, aadividuals over 
perty, were regarded as previ^isg th^ 
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the Almighty. In the Aitareya Bruhmana'^ 

the king is made to take the oath thus: ‘ Whatever 
good I may have done, my position, my life, and 
my progeny be taken from me if I oppress you.’ 
A monarch who, seizes the property of his sub¬ 
jects would not be performing the duties of a 
Iring as enjoined in the Mahshhwrata.'^ The 
head of a state was bound by his position to protect 
the rights of person as well as property of his 
subjects. Even as early as the age of the Rig 

Veda where the king is styled Gdpaiih Janasya ® 
this right of the subject for protection at the 

hands of the ruler was recognized. 
Lastly, there were limitations on the jurisdic¬ 

tion of the head of a state over certain kinds 
of persons passing through its territory. Among 

these we find three classes: 
{a) Emigrants from foreign lands. 
{S) Ambassadors accredited to the particular 

country from another. 
» v {c) The foreign sovereigns and their suite! 

ilmvelling within the limits of the state’s territoryi|' 
' ' ii^ J !. AV 

' 

^ 1. 13^ c£- Mnz is the upholder 
and * Law is 

pow^ of ' {BrihadUfaipyaku Ufianishad)^ ^ 
Rajadhariiia, 24-27* 
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(a) Megasthenes ’ bears testinwny to the 
kind treatment that was given by the government 
of Chandragupta to the foreigners that had 
migrated to the capital city of Magadha. Of the 
various departments of his administration one was 
allotted to the treatment of foreigners. ‘ Tlmse 
of the second department attended to the enter* 
tainment of foreigners. To these they assign 
lodgings and they keep watch over their modes 
of life by means of those persons whom they give 
to them for assistants. They escort them on the 
way when they leave the country, or in the event 
of their dying, forward their property their 
relatives. They take care of them when tbw are 
sick, and if they die bury them.* We hama# 
means of knowiiig if the condition of 
as depicted by Megasthenes 
extent before Chandragupta’s 
reasonably assume that the 
department of the administildaj^ 
looking after the ibreigners 
adoption of a practice long in';yeNg<p^. '.; '^^ 

‘4 

'an earlier 

aaay he' seen 'in 

rW 
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in the country of Virata in their period of exile. 
They were received by the king with the charac¬ 
teristic instinct for kindness of the Orient. 

((5) There is good record in the literature 
of ancient India of the various duties and 
immunities of diplomatic ministers. The person 
of an envoy was inviolable and sacred, he being 

the mouthpiece of his sovereign.* Whatever 
may be the mission on which he was sent, an 
ambassador could not be put to death even if 

he was guilty of serious crimes.® The supreme 
courtesy with which kings in ancient India 
treated the ambassadors from foreign rulers is 
clearly indicative of the great privileges that 
this class of ministers was allowed to enjoy. A 
detailed treatment of the subject will follow. 

(i:) After these accounts about the treat¬ 
ment of foreigners and the ministers that re- ^ 
presented the kings in foreign states, it were,'; 
needless to dwell on the treatment likely to have 
b^U given to foreign sovereigns and their sui 

: Simdara KSnda, 52. 21. 

^ I 
Yl^cUta KInda, Sarga 25 died infra. S^§!i 

fv. sards practice under this head in histori ‘" 
times see ^^si^sa’s MSlavikognimitra which refers 
the ffiifloinalio rektions of Vidarbha raja with Agnimii 
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travelling in another country by the king of 
the latter. 

Actual instances of the progress of kings 
through other states are available in early South 
Indian history. When Sengufituvan Chera wanted 
to cross the ‘ Ganges ’ the self-governing tribes 
near the river (really the Tungabhadia) helped him 
across. We read similarly of KarikS.1 Chola that he 
was welcomed in these regions and brought back 
a large number of Gmga families whom he settled 
in Tondaimaiijtdalam. Stories of these transactions 
are found not only in later Tamil works like the 
Tm^mcn^la Saiakam but in the earlier works 
of ^angam age like the Silappadiksmm and the 
Paiiuppaffu. In much earlier times we hear 
the reception of foreign princes on occasiofti 
Swayamvaras, for instance* those of 
Sita, or of sacrifices like the ^ 
Dalaratha to which, we are told in 
the contemporary kings were invited* 
occasions would be unthinkable, unless th^ 
was a body of custom ensuring the immuni^^ ti 
kii^gs in the dominions of others. 

There were certaljo-^ther dbii|^tions 
met with in the k 
^e rights which #aiie 
i^ ports. 

I'viei > 

I 
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arrived at the port, the customs officer was to 
protect her like her father. He was to exempt 
from toll or accept half the usual rates from ships 
that had been troubled in the waters. He was to 
allow them to sail away from his ports when 
the season for setting sail approached. * 

IV V-'' 

r . ^ 

.1 v 
)' 'jSf. 

Rights and Obligations connected with 
Equality 

In the account of the evolution of the concept 
of the ‘ nation ’ ^ in ancient India it was noted 
that in the Vedic period the state was tribal 
though speeding fast towards settlement on land; 
in the Epic age distinctly territorial; and in the 
Buddhist epoch political in the fullest sense of 
die term. , We also saw that the Maurya period 
witnessed the growth of the imperial states in 
India. In each of these four stages there wer6< 
wme units of political organization which we*^^ 

superior to the rest. In the Vedas, 
iy^qhchu jand) were apparently the most 

"'’I 

I 
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prominent of the communities that dwelt in the 
region of the seven rivers (sapUt SmdkavaJk). 
In the Epics, some kingdoms are seen to stand 
out prominently from among the others. These 
were the Kurus, Pafich&las, Videhas, KGsalas, and 
Kalis. In the Buddhist age, of the sixteen 
Makas/ampadsk, all were certainly not of the 
same greatness and power. In the imperial 
Maurya period, the kingdom of Magadha stood 
out dominant stretching its arms, as we read of 
Asoka’s empire, on the north-west to the Hindu- 
kush mountains, on the east over the whole of 
Bengal as far as the mouth of the Ganges where 
Tamralipti was the principal port, and on ike 
south approximately as far as a line db^wn lew ’ 
the mouth of the Pe^^&r river througjb 
to the Kalygp.apuri river on ^ west ‘ 
This implies the reduction to 
dependencies^ or vassals under titi 
diction, of states which might have^^;'^ 
independeht From the given^ 

* Smith, JSarly 
*This is how I -.. 

Rods'Bdiot XiS of 
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is clear that not only were the states in ancient 

India unequal in extent and greatness at difFerent 
periods, but those in a particular epoch were not 
all of equal size or power. Some certainly 
dominated over the others. 

Corresponding in a way to the development 
of the state, we have various grades of king- 
ship according to power and affluence. Great 

importance was attached in royal councils to 
the dignity and decorum to be observed in the 
treatment given to the kings assembled. It 
corresponded to the particular grade to which 
a king belonged. In the Vedic hymns * we 
come across terms that denote three grades dE 

y kingship—Samrst, AdhirUt and EkarEf. In the 
Brahmanas and the Epics ^ we have in addition 
to the above, SvarEt and VirE^. The Aitareya 

BrEhma^a ^ gives the following list of grada- 

&ig'Veda, iv. 21.1; iv. 37. 3; viii. 19. 32; x. 128. 9; 
Veda, iy. 10. 24. 

dmtmka, i. 31. 6; &atai)atha Brahmam, 

I; «|#r8T 
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tions: Ssmrsfya, Stt/SrSfya, VairSfyth 
jUicJiErS’jyci and Adkipatya, In Kau{ilya s work 
we meet with spme other names; e.g., Mml<h 
CkcAyavotii* *^l^e has the following 
Sumanta, MmtdaMka^ Rsfa^ MakSrafth SamrSjft. 

VifSi and Ssrvadkauma. 
In the iukrmtH * we have the standard by 

which was measured the greatness of kings oi 
various grades above mentioned. That ruler who 
realized an annual revenue of between one and 
three lakhs of Karshas^ without oppressing his. 
subjects was a One whose annuai 

^ i, 

spiKwyPcfr ffip: 1 

^ a irrarfliNfftw: • 
Os ^0 ■ - 4 . 

te, as: ^ \ 
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revenue was from three lakhs to ten lakhs was 
a Msndalika. The king whose revenue ranged 
between ten and twenty lakhs was a Rsja. One 
whose income amounted to fifty lakhs was a MaJoir 
rSf'a. If the revenue ranged from fifty laVTiyi 
•to one crore he was a SvarSt. He was a Samrut 
who realized between one and ten crores of 
Karshas. The ruler whose revenue came to 

f 

between ten and fifty crores was a VirEt^ and the 
.S^rmMsauma was superior to a VirSL This list is 
by no means exhaustive; ^ nor could it be taken 
to be anything like an accurate estimate of the 
proportionate magnitude of the kings of ancient 

‘ India. In many cases these terms appear to have 
been used indiscriminately, and all these forms 
were generally covered by the common term for 

,, wU 

f In coins and inscriptions we meet with certain other 
e,g., Rojarm or maharafcLsa in coins of the 
kings ; Mahdraja Ri^fadhiraja in coins of 

.O^Parthian kings; in those of the Knshans we havO 
ritiMkir&fasa sarvalokShvarc^sa mahtiwarasd 

§^||adipW^-Os);,and the Greek equivalent Sasilem 
Sivalaknra is styled a Rai^; 

appear as 
are familiar ih 

kinffs. The tides; 
ia connection with; 

tiEie Indian 
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kingship—Still, this may be taken to be 
a rough estimate of the relative importance of 
rulers in India at least during the age of the 
SukrcaHti. 

The order of seniority among these kings must 
have been observed in the royal assemblies that 
had met for deliberation on interstate matters cn* 
on occasions of sacrifices which were perform-- 
ed by them. * There were, it would appear, 
differences between kings as regards the respec* 
five places of honour to be allotted to each. An 
instance may be found in the priority given to 
.Krishna over SiiSup§la on the occjf^ion of the 
^'asUya sacrifice performed by YudhishUdm. * 
The kind of sacrifice which a king was iiiiyt 
perform was taken to be indicative till 
which he deserved. * By peilormlag.\|hi^lM^; 
0ya one became Rsfa by;. .l|i» 
SoMrUjl', and the latter “““ 

K' *'i 5s', 

* .^e may traoe here a hfstodtHd 
.pteSoihg of the word tt Is 
%.:kkia; furoperiy io^odMI 

^wer. as used hX '.tlss 
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former.’ ^ He who had performed a horse- 
sacrifice was a Ssrvabhauma. ^ Some other 

■distinguishing marks of the more powerful of the 

kings in India were Digvijaya^ PunarabhishSka 

and Aindra Mahuhhishika. Digvijaya or con- 
-quest of the quarters could only be started on 
by a Chakramrti or Ssrvabkauma ‘ whose empire 
-extended uninterrupted far up to natural bound¬ 

aries, and formed a single state and administra¬ 
tion in the lands as far as the seas ^ The 
P'mmrabhisheka and Aindra MahddhishSka were 
higher forms of ceremony by which only the 
•most mighty monarchs of old were consecrated. 

The kings were naturally jealous of each other’s 
rise to power and greatness, and did not tolerate 

^ $atapatha Brahmarpa, ix. 3. 4. 8. 
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one that was an upstart and did deeds or 
performed sacrifices not in keeping with his 
tide. * The performance of sacrifices, ceremo¬ 
nies, or deeds of valour was thus a criterion 
which was decided the grade to which a king 
was entitled.* 

^ Satapatha Srahmaifa, xiii. 1. 6. 3. 
^ Sacrifices were in abeyance under AiSSka, but were 

revived and considered of political importance soon after 
his death. Pushyamitra Sunga signalized by horse- 
sacrifice his suzerainty over other kings including the 
Yavtam^ Sii Sitakami performed the AAmmeihn and 
got recognition among the kings of the Dekhan. In the 
estreme sooth such title to distinction is preserved, e.g., 
in the name of Pctlyagt^aiai Mudukudumi Peruvalts^, 
‘the PSndya of the numerous sacrificial halls*. The 
PufanctnOfu speaks of a king who performed * the 
twenty-one kinds of sacrifice*, a mark of distitteticm 
irough the ages. {PwfaMt 166). 



CHAPTER IV 

Diplomatic Agents 

Diplomacy forms the most important division 
/ of peace in modem International Law; and there 

are in the works on the subject a number of 
rules which regulate the appointment, qualifica* 
tions, rights and duties of ambassadors. It has 
been already noted that we have but meagre 

■1 

information derivable from the sources on rights 
and obligations in times of peace. We are in a 
better position so far as the present division 
of our subject is concerned, i 
y Diplomacy in the sense in which it is 

generally understood could not be met with 
in ancient India.* JThe system of accredit 
tobassadors permanenify from one court » 
er h too modern to have existed in 

; lit is also to be noted that the same set 
this subject did not prevafl 

i 

s me that the word 
]?emanently accredited! 

this and ol 
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all the epochs of our political history. The 
works on modern International Law show that the 
features of embassies and regulations regarding 
them current in the Middle Ages were somewhat 
different from those that obtain in modem times. 
We are told that in the age of Louis XL the 
‘ envoy ’ was merely a person sent by one sove¬ 
reign to another to carry on a special mission. 
And it was this king that began the system of 
stationing ambassadors permanently in foreign 
courts. The growth of international relations 
in later ages made diplomacy an absolutely 
necessary department of statecraft. 

Gradual changes are visible in the character, 
qualifications and duties of diplomatic minisri^rSt 
as we proceed from the Vedic to the *hlsld 
jeriod. Even in the period of its fullest d 
Pent diplomacy never reached, the ad; 
he present age. Permanent embaisi^ 
rould appear, unknown, and 
unnecessary even in the time of 
he ^rtiaSsstra the diplomatic minisfet 

as in the Middle Ages In j 
tn'^lntiianess' of a special ''Vet 

: ' ■ ' . ■ , . .* 
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entrusted with the intricate task of issuing 
ultimatum before war, declaring war, concludii^ 
treaties and, in general, keeping his sovereign 

-'informed of the state of the defences and the 
comparative strength and weakness of the country 
to which he was sent. * His functions were 
more or less the same as those of his represent¬ 
ative in the western world. 

History of Diplomacy in India 

yin the age of the Mantras we meet with the 
term Duta employed in the sense of a ‘ messenger ’ 
to carry news. Agni is often mentioned in the, 
Vedas as a Dmta whose function was to carry 
the offerings made to the gods by the YajamSm. 
He is used as the medium of communication 
between the Supreme and the sacrificer. “ The 

^ 4.rihaii^tray p. 32. 
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term here does not, however, signify any person 

intended to serve as an international agent. 

The Yajur Veda Samkita * discloses to ns 

another word to denote a messenger, ProMa. 
Sa]ra9a in his gloss on the RudrsdhyO/^ dinting, 

uishes between the two terms Dnta andi PrahUa ^ 
las follows:—A Duta was one skilled in obtaining 

intelligence regarding the condition 6f the 

enemy’s army; and ^.Prahita is merely explained 

as ‘ one sent by his master. ’ The former 

apparently was more an international agent tkan 

the latter. We may hold the view that tire 

term Dsta had acquired a technical sense in 4he 

Yajur-Vedic period, while Prakita denc^d an 

envoy and Chsra the secret spy of later 

An ‘ envoy ’ used in the exact sfioife 
agent for international purposes, appt^ 
development of the next epoch.. 

by no means rare in this p«wmiA- 

despatched by one sovereign 

^in peace or on the eve of the nuthiiak of' 

.■= ■ .i> 
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illustrations and elaborate regulations regarding 
the formation of embassies, their character, 
rights and duties and their immunities. The 
Epics disclose to us some of the principles of 
equity and fairness, that are found in observance 
among European nations in this branch of Inter¬ 
national Law. 

Diplomacy appears as a distinct and indispen¬ 
sable feature of international conduct from the 
historic period when great importance was 
attached to the work of ambassadors in foreign 
courts. Information is plentiful on this topic in 
the works of religious as well as secular literature. 
In this department also the work of Kautilya 
throws good light and it shows that in his time 
embassies had become an imperative factor in the 
state. The political system of Kautilya, the 
structure of his empire, the relations between:^ 
tibe various states in his time, and the great 

that was attached by him to 
^ ‘ balance of power ’ made embassies# 
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It was at the Congress of Vienna * that an 
attempt was made to give a definite classification 
of these ministers according to their powers and 
precedence. These were:—(i) Ambassadors, 

Papal Legates, Nuncios—representing the person 
and dignity of the sovereign as well as the affairs 
of their kingdom; (2) Envoys, ministers, etc., 
accredited to sovereigns; (3) Charge iJ’ A fains 
accredited to foreign ministers} (4) Consuls, 
etc., who discharged only duties o£ a judicial 
and commercial nature.® These differed much 
from one another in their dignity, functions and 
immunities. We find, however, that in 

* Necessity for dassiflcatlon arose once beimi 
^aty of Westphalia and later, at the Com 
Ch^elle. The former marks the treat 
^ternational Law of the mM<£le stgist. to I 
femes. Perhaps Kantilya’s 

wn that at Westphalia and tihe^^tieal 
_ ^Though there is no evidenoe 
ffe^anent consnlates in Ibreigft 

commercial porposmi, we e™ 
' to ladStili 
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language the term ambassador was used to cove 
all these forms. 

Various kinds of diplomatic ministers are 
mention of in the literature of ancient India. A1 
these are found generally styled Dutak whateve: 
their rank and the mission on which they wen 
sent. This practice continued throughout tht 
Epic period * in which we are able to discerr 
little difference between one kind of diplomatic 
agent and another. In later ages ^ different 
names were given to particular grades of ministers 
in accordance with their status and powers. In 
Kautilya’s time diplomacy had made enough 
advance to be recognized as a subject of interna¬ 
tional conduct worthy of detailed consideration. 
The number and functions of these agents, and 
th^ nature of interstate relations had become 
complex as to necessitate their classification. % 

. . .' 

I. kinds of agents are in evidence in this 

'i for instanoe has apparently 
the secret spy and the open spyt; s 
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There were:—(i) NisniskpOrthah (3) Panm$i8»^ 
thahy (3) Sosanaharak. 

The first class were left in charge of the most 
lesponsible duties such as issuing ultin»tumi 
before war, declaring war and concluding treaties. 
It was left to these to act in such a way as not to 
prejudice the interests of their states and to keep 
the ‘ balance of power ’ * which in the age erf 
Kautilya formed the most important point in 
statecraft. We read of the great value attached 
5y a king to the theory of the ‘ balance of power ’ 
»nong the twelve rulers who formed the 
and with whom he had relations. A clasiueal 
example of an ambassador of this type was -4^ 
Krishpa who was sent by the Pi^^i^yas 
Kauravas for negotiations with the 
before the outbreak of the ‘ Gr^t 

Next in order came the DUia, Tlt^ 
general term used to cover all the lormsf. -4 
.^ya® makes particular 
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assigning to it special powers and functions. 
These, after they had been despatched to a 
country, were to live on friendly terms with the 
important officers and acquaint themselves with 
the situation there. They had to provide their 
states with detailed information about the defences 
of the country to which they went and note the 
comparative strength of its army, navy, fortifi¬ 
cations, etc. 

A minister of the third class did less important 
duties and, as the term implies, was left in charge 
of the particular mission on which he was sent, 
He was invested with powers to bring his mission 

f to a satisfactory conclusion. 
The • ministers of the last order acted merely 

in the capacity of ‘ carriers of messages ’ from 
: one court to another. 

JEspionage 
'S' 

[pw ttqpass on to the consideration of the wort 
other ‘news agents’ who formed; 

a sort of international ageiiM^ 
ancient system in^ 

.ptuposes of inteno^i;^; 
purposes,’^ 

weakness of 
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secret agents of the states to which they belonged* 
In matters of internal management they were 
employed to provide their sovereign with informa¬ 
tion as to what passed in the country, to note the 
relations of the government with the governed, 
and to report cases of maladministration; in short, 
to gauge the general state of public feeling. * 
In matters of foreign policy they were to 
collect secretly information about the enemy 
country. The spy appeared in the guise of a 
trader, an ascetic, a quack, a cultivator or a 
recluse and furnished material to his state about 
the enemy.® 

* * ^ 

'a 

^ Siukrmlii^ i* 132-34. 

mm: ^ 

fiwr ^ 
eeqsrftrg^ ^ 

. ^ArthaSwm, p. 18. . ■ 
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‘ As monk or devotee thro’ every hindrance maVing- 
way 

A spy whatever men do must watchful mini^ 
display.’ * 

And secrecy was the feature that went to distin¬ 
guish him from the ambassadors of the higher 
class. This is probably the reason why in some 
of the later works of literature the ambassador is 
considered merely us an ‘ open spy.’ During the 
age of the Agni PurUna all the diplomatic agents 
whether ‘ secret ’ or ‘ open ’ were classed together 
and considered as performing duties not quite 
honourable in character.® 

The spies were of immense importance to a 
state and a kingdom is said to have its roots in 
spies and secret agents. 

‘ These two—-the code renowned and spies 
In these let king confide as eyes.’ * 

Fleet as the wind, and energetic as the sun, they 
to travel in the camp of the enemy to gather 

Yuddha K§nda, 25.17i 
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■ecret information.* A king was to appoint 
s secret spies such men as were clever in under- 
'tandii^ the movements of the enemy and his 
’ubjects, and as would faithfully deliver the 
jjformation they may have received. Relating to 
ie administration of espionage we read :■—* 

(i) The king should examine the spies, before 
appointment, as to their capacity and honesty. 

(a) He should be well-protected while in 
their presence. 

^ (3) He should hear from them at night. 
(4) He should punish them when dishonmit 

bat carefully protect them during the-p«4od <|l 
work. 

It is to be inferred from the 
though the *spy’ did not alwa 
contemptible person who betm^ 
to tiie enemy and who deseiviiw# 

for his crime, bebrayal was, 
not altogether unknown^ ThiK 
^clovnieEt ol tibssci 

. 'a-.. ». 
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lurking fear that the opposite camp might at 
any time win them over easily to its side. This 
suspicion and want of absolute confidence in these 
secret agents is in evidence in the MudrSrSkskasa 
which is a drama involving a series of plots and 
counterplots. 

The art of espionage reached its zenith under 
Kautilya. As Dr. Smith observes, ‘ The gov¬ 
ernment relied on a highly organized system 
of espionage, pervading every department of the 
administration and every class of the popula¬ 
tion’.* We are told that cipher-writing was 
used by these and pigeons were employed, to 
convey secret intelligence. ® Megasthenes 
makes mention of this special department con¬ 
trolled by the ‘ five institutes of espionage.’ 

The system of espionage so far as it was 
utilized for international dealings may have 
itUplied as Dr. Smith remarks, ‘inveterate and 

History oi India, p. 139. The system of 
;#jcOkfesponded only to the ‘secret serrHce' ’ 

is provision in all theEnropean statei^i ■ : 
ice is intended to discover cases of s^- 

ofScers Would not ordinsiil^ 
ar mxd normal activities of ; 
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universal suspicion.’ But such has beein the 
in all ages among all nations as regards dealings 
in international politics. Dr. Smith is on rather 
questionable ground when he asserts that this 
' inveterate and universal suspicion which regu-, 
Isted the dealings between every Ruja and his 

■fellow-rulers governed the conduct of the prince 
to his officials and subjects.’ The spies were 
employed by kings not only to discover and 
report cases of discontent and sedition among 
the subjects, but were utilized for more satis¬ 
factory and laudable purposes. They are in fact 
to be regarded as instruments by which the 
could feel the pulse of the nation, Ijiroug^ 
popular opinion was brought to 
public activities. They served as a 
which he could get rid of 
foibles and faults.’^ We need 

* 1.33g. . 
The praiseworthy, hiaa shot^ esv 

fadte having regaitJ t^the ofiisM 
s&Mtd iievet p\ 
of tireir vie^. 
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question whether the reports sent in by these 
secret agents were invariably authentic. There 
is, however, room for thinking that they were 
not always implicitly relied upon, for the spies 
were agents of low rank and did not resort to 
quite honourable methods in the discharge of 
their duties. According to Kautilya,* tliaf 
piece of information may be trusted which 
‘ receives testimony from three different sources ’; 
and the Kwal says : * things by three confirmed 
as truth you know 

Foreign Embassies in India 

We have dealt so far with embassies erf 
one type, intended for external purposes—sent 
by one sovereign to another within the country 
Quite of a different type—different in their 
general character, duties and privileges—wae 

received by Indian monarchs from out- 
India. We have instances of such from 

of our ancient history. 

!» 
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we have 
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Megasthenes, Dionysius, and Deimachus * are 
esamples of this class. Through these the kings 
of ancient India kept friendly relations with 
foreigners. But so little of relations of a diplo¬ 
matic or warlike character existed between India 
and the foreign countries that these embassies 
were few and far between. In the post- 
Christian period there is reference to the emperor 
Mingti of China (A.D. 58-76) having despatched 
OTbassadors to India to learn the tenets (A 

Buddhism.^ 
ir There must likewise have been despatch erf 
Embassies from India to foreign lands. Though 
twe do not hear of return-embassies frptii.,1^ 
Mauryan empire to Syria or Egypt,, 
iiklications ^at some Indian princes 
bassies to the Roman Empire 
Augustus received an embaasay and 
Indian King Pa^dion or as some 

}■■ ^ •tJTf 
„ . . h \ , 

^Mi^asthenes was sent 
etntrt of Chandras:tipta Msti^a; . 
rsostved at tbe court of 
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is recorded in the annals of the Han dynasty tha 
in the time of the emperor Hwa (a.d. 89-105 
‘ the Indians ’ sent messengers and valuablt 
presents to China. About the same time, then 
was an Indian embassy to emperor Trajan oi 
Rome when he was encamped on the banks of the 
Tigris. An embassy sent by Kanishka to China 
may be regarded as signalizing the revival of 
diplomatic relations which had been interrupted 
for half a century, as is apparent from the Annals 

of the Later Han Dynasty. Facilities for tra<% 
fostered by exchange of embassies are evidenc^ 
by the same standard of purity and weight in the 
systems of coinage. The Indian KHrskRpan^A 

the weight of which was 32 rati, i.e., sbjgraihs.is 
the same as the silver coin of Kadphises and the 
Roman Denarius. The embassy sent by king 
Meghavariiia of Ceylon to emperor Samudragupta 

i vl Iras of a different character. It had as its object 
the foundation of a monas'tery in Buddha-gaya, 

was sanctioned by the Gupta emperor. 

of Diplomatic Ministers 
) -if, ' 

agents of a state were import 
responsible duties fell.' 

^^^^f^^^'-heeessary that caindEdl.^' 
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Various rules are laid down regarding the qualifi* 
<sations and attainments which these agents ought 
to p<»sess. They should be high-born, «£ good 
family, eloquent, clever, sweet of speech, faithful 
io delivering their message and endowed with 
good memory.* They should in addition be 
well-versed in ^astras, be of good personality, 
fearless in their actions, and possess a sound 
knowledge of the feelings, attitudes and activities 
of others, and of the conditions of time and place. 

lity, courtesy, tact, courage, resolution 
moderation in action are laid down as other 
acteristics of airibassadors.^* It is 

1 ‘^ahabhorata: Sinti: RSjadharma, 85.28. 
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from the above that the envoy, if he should do 
his duties satisfactorily, had to possess great 
qualities of head, hand and heart. His qualifica¬ 
tions may be broadly classified as follows:— 

(1) Hereditary—High birth, integrity, loy¬ 
alty to the sovereign. 

(2) Moral and Social—Freedom from vices, 
honesty, strength of character, courtesy, forgive¬ 
ness and eloquence. 

(3) Physical and Mental—Memory, boldness, 
resolution, activity, tact, power of rightly under¬ 
standing men’s thoughts and actions, and 
fearlessness. 

The ambassador accredited *to a foreign court 
was thus to be a person who combined in himself 
many statesmanlike qualities. It is indeed a veiy 
high ideal; but it is not possible for us to know 
erractly how many kings were able to realize this 
ideal of the ambassador of whom !§ri Krishna 

a splendid example. 
Rural ^ one of the earliest works 

#e laid down the following qualifi- 
'^bassador: * 

the courtesy, king’s love,--^ 
of a king approve, 
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Love, knowledfirei power of chosen wocds—tlaree 
things 

Should he possess who speaks the words of kingrs. 
Mighty in lore amongst the learned must he be 
’Midst javelin—bearing kings who speak the words of 

victory. 
Sense, godly grace and knowledge exquisite— 
Who hath these three for envoy’s task is fit; 
In terms concise, avoiding wrathful speech 
Who utters pleasant word,— 
An envoy he who gains advantage for his lord; 
An envoy meet is he, well-learned, of fearless eye, 
Who speaks right home pr^uored for each emer¬ 

gency. 
He is the best who knows what is due, the tskiie 

considered well, 
The place selects, then pond^s long 

errand tell; / 
Integrity, resources, soul-determi|»i|''''' 
Who rightly speaks his mesiHgN^iiwtfl^ 

possess; 
His faltering lips must utter-bhjktil 
Who stands with steady 

■ of. his king. ■ 
Death to the faitSifuI.cm^'*^^^’'***^^ 
The .envoy 

^ 'Vj L.I*.'. :'■( ‘A'.';® 
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he should be gfiven certain credentials to be 
received kindly by the foreign court. Besides, he 
should be invested with powers to act on behalf 
of his sovereign. He should take with him 
certain means of introduction and general instruc¬ 
tions, whether oral or written, as to the line of 
action he should pursue in the country to which 
he is accredited. We have no means of knowing 

what credentials were taken by an envoy in ancient 
India, corresponding to the ‘ letters of credence,’ 
‘fun-powers,’ ‘general powers,’ ‘passports,’ or 
the like of modem times. We can only say that 
some instructions oral or written and some means 
of identification, which were absolutely indis¬ 
pensable, must have been given to the envoys 
before they departed on their mission. * 

’ Even the tenn used to denote the last 

^3ss of diplomatic agents means ‘ carrier of messages 
®, folipWfflg passages are interesting in connection 

tho instructions to be issued to ambassadors 

d'JgScSTH ‘ Writs 

to kings as peace and War 
’. The commentator on the abo^e 

order sent through messengefis 
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sacredness and inviolability of the person and pro¬ 
perty of diplomatic ministers. Ministers and their 
suite are, it is generally accepted, exempt from 
local jurisdiction. We find that this was also the 
practice current in the various epochs of the 
ancient history of India. There was the strong 
belief that any violence or insult to the am¬ 
bassador was in fact committed on the king who 
sent him, since he was the representative of his 
sovereign, being only his mouthpiece.* We 
read that a monarch should never slay an envoy 
under any circumstance. ‘ That king who slays 
an envoy sinks into hell with all his ministers.’® 

A diplomatic minister enjoyed, as a matter of 
course, great privileges in the foreign court. To 
put to death an envoy was opposed to the general 
conduct of kings and condemnable by the whole 

held that 
be slain.’ 

etc. Also 

. 26. 

^ ‘The virtuous have always 
ambassador should on no accoun 

^ 5cmriT; 
T 52. 21. 

: RSladhatma, 8 
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He should not be put to death even if he be 
offensive and did some serious wrong. ‘ Let him 
be armed with weapons, still he should not be 
killed.'* Be he good or bad, being sent by 
others to represent their cause, he did not deserve 
death.® 

It is interesting to note that the Indian view was 
more advanced in this respect than what prevail' 
ed for instance in China. When Kanishka 
demanded matrimonial alliance with China, not 

^AHka^tra, p. 30. qqtqf 

3?q«IT: I Niiipraki^ika, irti. 64. 

See also Rumaymfa: Yuddha Kinds, 25.16 sad 21. 
■ Ramoyaifa: Sundara Kinds, 52. 21. 
We read in the Ramayam that the envny,,^ 

regardless of the orders of his lord delivers a 
of his own, deserves to he pat to dSith^' 
anfaithfal. .. ^ ' 
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only was his offer rejected with scorn but his 
envoy was ill-treated and imprisoned. 

But there were certain recognized punish¬ 
ments * that could be meted out to an offending 
envoy—such as causing deformity of the limbs, 
mutilation, cropping of the hair; or the am¬ 
bassador that had given offence could be sent 
away and a more satisfactory one could be got 
appointed to carry on the negotiations. An 
instance, where the diplomatic minister, had t© 
be punished in one of the above ways, is found 
in the RmiSyana where RSvana gave the order 
for the mutilation of Hanuraan, for he was an 
ambassador and could not therefore be slain. 

,'T 

Vi' 

, vl' 

TtrndnaMon of JEtniassies 

An embassy naturally terminated when the 
mission on which a minister was sent had been 
^dsfactorily settled. A particular embassy had 

l^cessity to be discontinued: 
n the minister died in the course d 
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(2) when the sovereign of the country which 
sent the minister died, and there was perhaps 
the end of the old order, 

(3) similarly also, on the death of the sove¬ 
reign of the country to which he was accredited, 

(4) next on the eve of the outbreak of war, 
when the diplomatic minister was invariably 
recalled, as in modern times. * 

(5) Again, if an envoy was unable to settle 
his mission satisfactorily, he might stay in or 
get out of the enemy country as he deemed 
desirable. He might intimate an unfavourable 
order to the enemy and return to his country 
without his permission, in case he thought he was 
unnecessarily detained.* 
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Alliances and Treaties 

Gtneral Considerations 

It was noted in the last chapter that entering 
into alliances and treaties was among the most 
important functions of ambassadors. An attempt 
is made here to consider the various causes, 
characteristics and kinds of alliances and treaties. 
It has been already seen * that there were political 
units of organization of different grades and of 
unequal strength and resources in the various 
periods of the ancient history of India. States in 

v ;; India, were so many, and their activities so varied, 
&^%',;'that there were divergent tendencies in their 
^^^•Jltetual relations and opposing principles guiding 

policy. Naturally, there was constant inter- 
these for various purposes, and whsU: 

lS«i4»>-.%*^®®A/phfmdlogy are known as alliances,- 
iMiBieracies. mtmUs and coalitions 

feature of immense importance, 
styled as Scmdhk Sa^ 

fmya, are reckoned 
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all writers, secular and religious, as forming a 
separate department of statecra£t>* ASrayet is 
defined as seeking the protection of another,® 
a means by which even the weak may become 
powerful. Indian literature on polity places 
great insistence on the king keeping up the 
‘balance of power* among the circle of states 
that surround him {Maiy^ala). A Man^Ut oin*- 
sisted of twelve kings of difiFering attitudes and 
varying relations to each other.® It was to the 
interest of a state to manipulate the relations 

^ The six attributes of statecraft are :■ 
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Jfr * fSrq?, ilPr aad 

^ ArihaSasira, p. 261. q?[n|irf 1 

^ukmaa, iv. 7. 238. 
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with others in such a way as never to allow itself 

to be overwhelmed. It should have around it 

friendly, hostile and neutral states so arranged 

as to secure the safety of its own position.. There 

was little chance in such a case of its being invaded 

by hostile armies because there were the other 

intervening states who might form coalitions to 

resist the invasion on the principle of ‘ self- 

preservation The wise king should thus make 

himself the nsdM (centre of gravity) of the Maijt^ak 

and have the surrounding states serve as the 

(spokes) of the wheel.* In this, Kautilya 

and the other writers touch on the importance of 

constant alliances and counter-alliances among the 

various powers. 

History of Alliances 

Alliances are in evidence even in the earliest 

age of the history of India. In the Veda^ 

some of the Aryan tribal communities are seen to 

enter into leagues with one another and with some 

ncm*Aryan tribes to form a ‘ confederacy * against 

* firihaSiaira, p. 260. 
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most powerful Ar3)an political orgaimaticm 
(rf the Tritsus under their leader SudSs. The 
result was the ‘ Battle of Ten Kings ’ which is 
mentioned in some of the hymns. The apparent 
reason for the formation of the confederacy was 
the desire of the confederates to check die growdi 
of Sudas. 

In the Epics there are many instances of alii- 
iuices actuated by different motives in diffemt 
cases. We have the names of a good bdit^ 

Aryan and non-Aryan kingdoms that tocds 
sides with the combatants in the 
War. The ‘ alliance ’ was for offensive and 
defensive purposes and was formed with a 
to crush one of the rival powers and lead to 
rise of the other. The frequent quarrdla 
some non-Aryan and Aryan tribes 
for such alliances* The league 
Sugrlva^ s^ainat V&li smd 
p^t Another iiustonoe 
of the Pktid&vas with Kdsg ^itilll^ 

w.'f vf 

^ Chief of these mm toe t]Wem 
Gi&dhira, BaMilctwf] 
Ansa, HagadhMH 
BhSja, Andhra, m 
Kiehya, 
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Kauravas.' These, we may say, were formed to 

keep up the balance of power or to uphold the 

cause of the righteous against the wrong-doer. 

Coming to later times, we find that Magadha 

and Avanti were for long the dominant powers in 

Hindustan and, naturally enough, combinations 

were made among the various smaller states to 

thwart the growing ambition of these empires 

and to preserve their own integrity and inde¬ 

pendence. The . Pratij^yaugandkarUyana of 

Bhasa* illustrates how king Pradyota, Maha- 

sena of Avanti was trying to realize * the world 

ideal ’ and how he tried to overcome the 

Prince of Kausambi who alone had remained 

independent. An early example of an interstate 

alliance in the history of Magadha may be cited 

in the confederacy of the eight Lichchavi clans.® 

The coalition of these republican clans was 

formed in order to act as a bulwark against the 

growing aggression of Magadha which was 

trying to stretch its arms on all sides especially 

in the reigns of two of its most powerful 

sovereigns, Bimbisara and Ajitalatru. The 

latter is said to have defeated this coalition and 

* MahObMfaia: Virata Parva. 
® Trivandrtun Sanskrit Series. 
* Jacobi, Jaina Sutras, Sacred Books of the AauaE,,;' 

Tol. xxii, p. xii. 
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got the cession of a large tract of territory. 
Later, there is the alliance of Udayana of Kau- 
^ambi with DarSaka of Magadha which forms the 
historical background of the Smpm yssmadatm. 

This was intended to help Udayana in suppressing 
the revolt of the Vatsas. In the same period W45 
read of Chandragupta Maurya having displaced 
the Nandas from the throne with the help of the 
‘ Lion and the * JElephant * These alliances 
were actuated either by the lust of kingly 
power and territory or to avert the danger 
of being overcome by more powerful enemies. 
In the Sunga period the alliance of one of the 
riaimants to Vidarbha throne with Agniadtrir, 
^unga is mentioned in Kl}id^a’s 

mitra, while the Gupta dnscripticms-'^l^ai^^&0 
all of the Huns to the 
Yalodharman in the west and 
;ast. ■ ' ' ■ ■ 

Such alliances are also louid;' 
ustory.» The early 'Ch5|!i 
oangam period is said to 
Avanti, Vajra and 

^ Th^se w«re tlie 

M :ol 

At"' u^l ' «■ nP-P 

f ■ JA- 

ft'.? 

'' - " 
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Senguttuvan helped Killi Valavan Chola in defeat¬ 
ing his enemies at Nerivayil. The Paijdya King 
Nedum ^eliyan defeated a confederacy of Chera 
and Chola Hngs and five other chieftains. 

Reasons foY the Formation of Alliances 

From this brief sketch of political alliances we 

are able to gather the causes that led to their 
formation. The occasion for these varied in 
different cases. But for the most part they were 

I made for defence against the aggression of other 
powers; and, as Kautilya says, * whoever was 
lacking in the necessary strength sought the 
protection of another. In certain cases they 
were intended to prevent the dangerous over¬ 
growth of one particular state, or to thwart the 
designs of the enemy by a show of combination. 
Other causes for alliances appear to have been 

V the desire for the acquisition of territory, or for 
maintaining the balance of power among states. 
It may be noted, in general, that the alliances 
were formed mostly for purposes of war. Other¬ 
wise, the ordinary rules of statecraft in regard to 
rights and duties in normal times regulated the 
interstate relations. In fact, states which were 

1 Artkalmtrn, p. ^1. See a&e 

JSSmiiyajfa: Yttddha Kanda, 35. 9. 
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not enemies, natural or artificial, were looked 
upon as allied states* 

Alliances were made during times of peace 
as well as before the parties to a war had 
finally declared their hostilities. Combinations 
of powers with a view to defeat a compaon 
enemy or to preserve the * balance of power * or 
for similar causes are in evidence in the Artha- 
sistras and Nitisilras. Generally, the agreement 
was to the effect that one of the parties should 
lead his army in one direction, while the other 
should undertake another expedition, the profits 
to be equally divided between both. * When % 

% 

benefits accruing to both parties were ncH; eq^, 
there was an instance of Sibdi 
undertakings might be for carrying out a 
cular object, in a specified period of 
upon definite terms. There were 
where the agreement was internitiiablst^ih^^^ 
not made on stipulated teiTijg.* ' . 

1 ArihaiMsira, p. 277. 

qT%, tTffqrtf 
^ The various hiuds of ^ 

Afiha&lsimt pp. 068^69* . .v,;4k'' 
^ AribAtitsimi 29^7* ■ ■:/ 
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The following points may be noted about the 
necessity for alliances:— 

‘ A king should ally himself with one stronger 
than his neighbouring enemy. In the absence 
of such an ally he should ingratiate himself with 
his neighbour. There can be no greater evil 

than seeking protection with a king of enormous 
power, unless one is actually attacked. One who 
stood between two powerful kings shall ally 
himself with the stronger or with the more reliable, 
or with both on equal terms. He may make 
alliance with a neutral. Of two Powers friendly 
to each other, it is preferable to seek the 
protection of the one who is the more friendly 
and agreeable 

^ Arthai&sira^ pp. 265 and 266, 
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The advantages of coalitions are thus set 
forth in the NtHsSra of KamajQtdaka: The alliance 
even with anSryas is advised, for, ‘union is 
strength.’ It is difficult to Uproot even bamboos 
if they are in a cluster. * 

Wr iTW g cl jfsafcC nsnsrwn: q^i i 
The circumstances under which a combination of 

powers is advised by Kaufilya are as follows (see 
p. 272) 

If a king finds:—‘Any way the enemy has to be 
attacked but I am unable to mardh (gainst him alone 
he may combine with kings of equal, iiderior or sUperimt J 
power and lead his expedition. The stkare- C 
spoils is to differ according to the aim to be achieyed^ \ 
definite or not. If such a combinaticn 
effected, he was to hire mercenaries, <nr 

nrnmisft of eoilial difttTihtltifm of promise of equal distribution of spoflSi.^^ 

eHWwRtg*nw®r i fw 
r-". ‘f-.- 

V 
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Nature of Agreement 

There were thus two kinds of agreement—defi¬ 
nite and indefinite^—paripanita and aparipanita.^ 
The former of these two classes assumed three 
forms in accordance with the stipulation of place, 

time and aim. 
' In the first case the contract was to the effect 
that one of the parties should lead his army to 
one fixed place, while the other was to march 
in another direction to a different spot. 

When the agreement was for engaging in a 
particular task for a specific period of time there 
was the combination to attain the object in a 

fixed time. 
in the third case the two parties concerned 

had to accomplish a certain set task. 
Then again, the agreement for realizing a 

definite aim may be for the acquisition of a friend, 

'V ; 
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or wealth, or of territory, whether terijainable or 
interminable.* 

An alliance on the understanding * Let us 
acquire a friend or wealth, is termed agreement 
for the efuai benefit of both.’ 

The second was an agreement made to the 
e£Fect ‘ Let us acquire land together.’ 

This compact was interminable when it was 
for * the occupation of unused land.* 

There were four kinds of activity connected with 
agreement {Sandhi^: /^^nVa£^^ft6l>’^i2;.CQmprised ^ 
arrangejqients prior, tp ,th«ipjma1ipn,pJ^I^,.tjgaty 
such as reconnoitering the forces, carr3ring on 
diplomatic relations, etc., agreeably to the st£^|> 
of the party concerned. itritaSltsAc^Of^ xc^^t 
the maintenance intact .of 
already Jpnaied. Kritaviiuskcai^. 
measure^, taken to 
third party at weakening pr 
Ava&irshaktivU was the loos^uix^ 

9R5fR|iTOT^:* 

td *qTir ^ 

4 

..C.— o. - 

■* ■ *’ if* r sf V* 

^ Am 

■ -P) ■•1? ,irt. ,!»►•« ''.j 1 1 ^ ■' ' 
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through the agency of friends or ministers, on 

some pretext or other.' 

Kinds of Alliance 

Alliances were of two classes—offensive and 
defensive—the former mostly during war, the 
latter in times of peace as well. A second type is 
in evidence in the alliances on equal and unequal 
terms—sainSna and asamSna or hlna.'^ Appa¬ 
rently in the first, both parties that entered 
into the alliance had equal advantage, while 
in the latter, from its very nature, the less 
powerful states of the coalition were bound to 
thp larger states in various ways. In fact, any 
league of states where the initiative was taken by 
the weaker being hard-pressed to preserve their 
own existence, was, generally speaking, an 
instance of the latter class—M.na. In the Harsha 

Charita ^ we have an alliance of this kind sought 
by Kumararaja, the king of Kamarupa with 
Emperor Harsha. The position of an asamSna 

ally corresponded roughly to that of a feudatory 
State. He was bound, it would appear, ‘ to do 
suit ’ as is indicated by the order that was given 

* AHMoUra., pp. 278 aod 279. 
* IHd., op. At.; Mamt, vli. 163. 
* vii. i. 
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by Harsha to his ally. ‘ I desire you to come at 
once to the assembly with the strange 1§ramam 
you are entertaining at the Nalanda convent.’ * 
The subordinate position of Kumararaja in 
relation to Harsha is clear from the place accord¬ 
ed to him in the procession with the image of 
the Buddha as described by Yuan Chwang.® 

The duties of a subordinate ally, roi^hly 
speaking, were:— 

(i) To accept the superiority of his ally. 
(a) To leave with him the conduct of the 

affairs for which the alliance was formed. 

A' 

(3) To help in various ways, providii:^ him 
with men, money and other auxiliaries. / >; 

(4) To attend on him when called cm to 
(5) To abide by the terms of the ’ < 

Alliances might again be 
purchased. ♦ The former 
good will of the parties and 

^ Beal, Bttddhisi Becorik «i iki Wikt^ 

* In the Afi&afssim k, -fs stated thM a kW 
help his ally even at. the of 1^ 0^' f 

261.) '■ 

* Artkaiikstmi p. 

,1 *!ff? p™ 

■'V 
' r’ V'**! j** I J!5 

./ ** 

'■^Fr-'' *5' ■* fff' -'. > •■ . • ■■!■ V f' • wM «■■ 

. ■' ■ ’t"- i ■■ 
' ' . *v ' i.'f ,V' I,'.,V 

.V ' ■’‘M, ''1‘■'1; 
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stable. The latter were obviously mercenary 
and intended to last only until the object for 

which the compact was formed had been achieved. 
They were not alliances proper. Alliances with 
feudatories and vassals were also common, though 
they were not considered quite desirable. This 
is clear from the statement in the Sukrantti ^ 
to the eflfect that a king may make peace with 
feudatories, if it will result in the conquest of 
his enemies. There were not only the alliances 
of the Aryan or the non-Aryan states but also 
those of a mixed nature formed of Aryan and 

non-Aryan powers. Those mentioned in the Rig 

Veda and in the Epics are instances in point. 

Matrimonial Alliances and Their 

Political Significance 

Very often a political compact was strength¬ 
ened by a marriage alliance contracted by the 
sovereigns. And here we are reminded of the 
system of ‘ Dynastic Marriages ’ which prevailed 
in ^Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
c&;turies. To cite only a few instances, Vatsa, the 
country of Udayana, was overrun by malcontents 
under the arch-rebel Arup,!. He was compelled 

^ iv. 7, 243. 
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to flee and seek protection in LSva^aka for a time. 
In order to win the support of Darsaka, kit^ of 
Magadha, a marriage was contrived by Udayana’s 
skilful minister Yaugandharayaija between his 
king and Padmavati, the sister of Darlaka. This 
marriage was of political significance in securing 
not only Dar&ka’s abstention from actively 

I ( 

helping the insurgents in the Vatsa country, but 
his prompt aid in putting the rebellion down. * 
An instance of a different type may be seen in 
the alliance formed by Seleucus and Chandra- 
gupta, where the latter was offered the hand of a 
Greek princess or at least the ;W cmviimm. 

In the reign of Kanishka we have an illustrt' 
tion of the inevitable effects of refusal of 
matrimony. When the Kushina 

' A.D. 90, demanded the hand of a ChtneMf^^^^^..,. 
his envoy who conveyed the oflfef 
Pan-Chao the Chinese General. 
the Kushina king had to pay 
marriage of the Andhra kiag, 
daughter of Ru—^we have nc^ only the 
Gautamiputra’s conquest of the Itshahi^ti^ 
the reason why disaster waijal^irted. for ffne'AMM 
Icingdom wluch had 

A I' . .'Vn'l 

¥ ■ f ■ 
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Rudradaman. In the Gupta period the importance 
of the Lichchavi marriage stands clearly revealed. 

So does the marriage of the Vakataka prince 
Rudrasena to Prabhavati, daughter of Chandra- 
gupta Vikramaditya, ^ 

Treaties and Their Formation 

Alliances were dependent on treaties as to 
their motives, duration and terms. Those of 

honour were certainly the most praiseworthy. * 
But there were other kinds, for instance, those 
that concluded wars, and those that secured peace 
by purchase. In both cases there was the 
necessity for the stipulation of the terms on 
which they were concluded and possibly also for 
the mention of penalty in the event of a breach. 
Such treaties were necessary to keep intact the 

^ In the Chanunak copper-plate of Pravarasena II, we 
have an instance of long-standing dynastic marriage 
alliances. The VakStakas intermarried with the Bhara- 

Gupta Inscriptions, pp. 241 and 248. 
Bimflarly, we have various examples of marriage rela- 

tioru^p among the three kingdoms of South India, 
Chola and Chera. 

* Arlh^asira, p. 311. Sfl 

tiiough in the opirdOn of ‘ his teacher ’ ^ 
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subordinate character of the less powerful of the 
states. These were concluded by, the ainbassa* 
dors, or other accredited ministers of the 
sovereigns; or as it oftentimes happened, tifcie 
kings met in person and themselves made the 
agreements of peace. Though the general terms 
of a treaty might be settled by the ministers ap* 
pointed for the purpose, the sovereign was tibe 
final treaty-making and ratifying authority.^ 

1 See inira, chap, is: Teminatioa of War. 



CHAPTER VI 

General Ethics of Warfare 

Man is a warring animal, said Hobbes, and as 
there is among individuals an innate tendency 
for the subjugation of others in the struggle 
for existence, so with nations the prospects of 
material well-being and the desire for domi¬ 
nation appear to have produced a tendency 
for war. If we remember the conditions that 
prevail among the civilized nations of modem 

times, even after advanced ideals of brotherhood 
and solidarity have been preached far and wide, 
we need not be surprised that in the bygone 
millenniums, amidst the variety and multitude 
of the nations in ancient India, wars were not of 
infrequent occurrence. Tfie very hymn of the 
Purusha-Sukta which has been utilized to explain 
the origin of the four orders of society makes 
jwuvision for a warrior caste, and to die in 
i%h:teous battle was the highest merit of a 
valorous Kshatriya. * 

a. 

The conception of war as an engine for destroy¬ 
ing the heathen or barbarian, which prevailed in 

» E. g., Mami, vii. 87-89. etc. 
Yujfiavalkya^ i 384. 
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ancient Greece and Rome is seen to operate in 
India also. The Maksifairata ^ says: ‘ War 
was invented by Indra for destroying the Dasyus, 
and weapons and armour were created for the 
same end. Hence merit is acquired by the 
destruction of the Dasyus. ’ The Dasyus were, 
as is clear from the Rig Veda Samkita, the non- 
Aryan inhabitants of India who differed from the 
Aryas in colour, features, language, religion and 
social institutions. But the Aryas fell to fighting 
among themselves, besides attempting to 
the non-Aryan races. Many a hymn in the Rig 
Veda * indicates the wrath of the Aryan bard not 
only against the Dasyus but against the Aryan 
opponents of his own tribe. 

•t ^ 

St'' t 3i“ ’■’■ '■**'**'' 

DefinUion and 

* Warfare {Yuddhd) 'has been 
affair that two parties who have 1 
tions undertake by means of arms 
their rival interests.® It is thsrt 

^ Udyoga Parva, 29. 30 m& 31. 
»15. a., Vi. 33. 3. 

» 

’’ i; 

j ' 

"4 

■ ■ 
' t ,1*' n' .1, ' 'V ' 
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the enemy is opposed and subjugated. * This 
definition contains some of the characteristic 
conditions of warfare in ancient India. It would 
appear that war was an affair between state 
and state and not between individuals. It is 
stated definitely that war should be waged 
only if all other expedients of bringing about 
peace have failed.^ Wars ,were declared not 
pre^cipitately but after due deliberation of the past 
events, and only when the conduct of the belli¬ 
gerent states necessitated breaking off negotia¬ 
tions. The hostile feeling of the belligerent 
communities should have been of long standing. 
The next condition assumed in the definition is 

In the Nitisara of Kamapdaka warfare is defined thus: 

^5.* « x. 1. 

In the latter definition some of the conditions stated 
in the former are wanting:. 

^ Sukraniti^ iv. 7. 236. 

>e ND) 

Art&aSilstra, p. 261. aiqsR]^ fqjff:. 

^ S‘t s ^anti I Rajadharma, 66* 26. 
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the use of arms. Here we are led to the distinc¬ 
tion between Kalaha * or ordinary quarrel and 
YuMha which implies the employment of organiz¬ 
ed forces and implements of destruction. Lastly, 
war meant a series of acts' of hostility, and not 
merely a condition. Probably, the condition or 
attitude of belligerency was denoted by the term 
Vigraha, 

CUissificoiiion of Wwrfat'6 

Warfare is classified ® according to the 
weapons with which it was conducted into d^vikai 
iisurot mUnuska and also according to the 
methods of fighting into^ ptokaia, kUfa and 
tushm. 

^ S^ukraiitti^vt. 7. 252. 
;, 

« IbU., iv. 7. 221. '' 

*p5(rer; . . 

In the Ramayam Asnra yaddha % 
mi^a (suile) is employed. iToddha iW. 

^ Aniaissim, p4 281t ' ^ 

■ ■ , I -S \ 

■ - <*■ i"'.' 
• ■ nf*”' .■'.I f 

I ' ' - 

* ' 1 ••■ , , ,C *1. Mif (Tt 

^ A ■ K- 

V'ii 4* 'ffs , 
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Daivika was that variety in which charms and 
spells were used. This is chiefly spoken of in 
connection with the fights between the Devos 

and Asuras, and this need not therefore engage 
our attention. 

The iisura form was one in which mechanical 

instruments were employed. Wherever engines 
and contrivances causing sweeping destruction 
are used there is probably the Ssura method of 
fighting. 

The nOLnusho was that where organized forces 
were engaged, in military array. The army was 

composed of the classical divisions of cavalry, 

infantry, elephants and chariots, and there were 
certain accepted modes of array like the lotus, 
waggon, crocodile, circle and needle. * It is this 
variety of warfare with which we are directly 
‘concerned, 

,ll' 1^4 J ” Open warfare (praJtiXSa) was conducted by 
ts, assaults and creation of confusion in the 
'M th® enemy at the right time and in the 

In ordinary circumstances fighting 
underhand or unfair dealing 
allowed. Treacherous 

^ding tb keep up good 
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relations with the enemy and taking hiia bf 
surprise. It implies the use of crafty and clan¬ 
destine methods. This kind of fighting not 
sanctioned under normal conditions and was per¬ 
mitted only for the weak warring with the strong, 

even there only as the last resort. 
Silent warfare {iSsknt) meant the attempt to 

win over the army and officers of the enemy, by 
diplomatic means. This, like the previous one, 
was not recognized as a right method to pmcsoe. 
But it presupposes much of diplomatic skill 
to be successfully carried out. 

A,'.' 

RequisiHs of Success 

A few of the chief requisites * oi 
fighting mentioned are ■herQiC;'-8piitt' 
siasm, superiority in 
weapons and forts, and 'Sfe 
Kau^ilya lays these down asi 
of merit. He says t ^ " 
stfcher may <»■ may ]SiH^ W 
skilful diplomacy of a wise, 

^ p» ilS7* 
® 5-'. 4>!,' ;'w •'-'s," ■!.«/' ' 

i. ; 
* > ' 
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unborn.’ Great importance is attached to the 
* 

proper choice of officers, soldiers, places and 
methods of fighting in all ancient political 
literature. 

Chivalry a^nd Heroism in War 
\ 

Chivalry was a virtue and the Kshatriyas are 
praised for their valorous fighting in the battle¬ 
field. It was in fact enjoined on all of the 
fighting caste to engage in righteous war and 
meet with a noble end. A warrior was never to 
desist from battle ^ and his death in bed was a 
sin.* A king who is defied by foes must not 
shrink from the duty of giving battle. He who 
valorously fights is sure to attain to heaven. A 
Kshatriya would in fact be lacking in the perfor¬ 
mance of his religious duty and would not 

' acquire religious merit if he did not engage in 
battle.® There is nothing more productive of 

■, ■ "'Or ' 

to the Kshatriya than to be engaged in 
“US warfare, even though it might lead to the 

L 10,18 and 19 ; Mmu^ vii. 89. 
» 

'tji of a valiant 
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destruction of pne’s own race, says the Bkag&Mti 
Gita.'*- There are only two classes of people 
who reach heaven,—‘ the austere ascetic aiid the 
man who is killed in the front of the fight’.* 
And for the warrior is reserved a place, much 
higher than those which BrShmans attain by per¬ 
forming sacrifices, which he, giving up his life 
for the right cause, reaches immediately aftef 
death.* 

' I ' 

The Ideal m Warfare 

Once a warrior had entered the battlefield he 
should fight to the end, bitter though it b& 
Death rather than disgrace was his mo^o 
as Lowell says, ‘ Being in it (battle) the 
was to fight it through.’ He who 

' 'V ' 

' il- 31* ■' 
® Suhfai&ii, iv. 7. 317, ^ » Sukrai&H, 

i Arih&ieatra,3S&. ' ■ ^y , f y 
J, ' f riJ- 

i- /m 
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utmost energy and does not retreat, goes to 
heaven.* ‘ The steps of those who, when their 
ranks are broken, do not turn back, but fight on, 
are as efficient as so many sacrifices ^ The 
rascal who flees from a fight goes to hell.® He 

who retreats in terror from the field incurs the sin 
of killing, a Brahman and the gods forsake such a 

vile coward.* We read Mahsbhurata'.— 
‘ Let us swear to conquer and never to desert one 
another. Let only such men come as would 
never turn back from battle or cause their 

comrztdes to be slain. The consequences of 
fleeing Way from battle are loss of wealth, infamy, 
and reproach. Those 'that flee are wretches 
among men. We should fight regardless of life 
or death arid with this determination attain 
a place in heaven’.® He who deserted his 

, , 

.-•jXii'j) " 
A: f’/h - < 

^ ^ukranfH, iv. 7. 309* 
^ B. g.j Agni Puraipa^ 232. 52-56. 
\ iv. 7. 328f. 

trUcir^fP tohjh: i 
'V,'; 

op. cii. 
i: Rajadharma, 100. 33-42. 

I <1^' I 
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comrades in the field or retreated after snstsdfiing 

defeat was allowed no place in society, and in 

fact denied even the private rights in family life.* 

As regards the king of the Maharashtra country 

Yuan Chwang says : * * Whenever a general is 

despatched on a warlike expedition although he is 

defeated and his army is destroyed, he is not 

himself subjected to bodily punishment; only, 

he has to exchange his soldier’s dress for that of 
a woman much to his shame and chagrin. So 

many times these men put themselves to death to 
avoid such disgrace.’® 

sieRtfif; > 

TOlir mm gra: i : ■ 

■> ' 1*,%* 

a. Biag'avai Gsta, a. ‘ ' 
Sukrantii, iv. 7. IL 614-15. 

^ Seti, Life 0i 149,i 
® To eat grass was a srgn' oi sttbmissioiit to 

10.1$. 11; x. 
When %S'^;^^atoas. Wftra'. 

I r^ t F' ■ . • ^ }'f •]j 
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War only the Last Resort 

Winning victories in wars was glorious for the 
Kshatriya, and to flee from the field of fighting 
was worse than death.* Yet, it has been repea¬ 
tedly proclaimed that kings should resort to war 
only after all other expedients had been tried and 
found to fail. Only when there was no other 
remedy was war to undertaken. “ The kmg 
should aspire for victories more glorious than 
those of war. Victories achieved by battles 
are not spoken of highly by the wise. ^ Let 
the other expedients, sUma^ dsna and bh^ be 
tried in turn, for failure of these alone will justify 
the employment of dan4a- If the enemy could 
not be stopped by the first three methods, let the 
king bring him to subjection using force alone, 
satys the Manitsmriti.* The ancient Indian 

>1 

^ Samudragupta is spoken of as * skilful in engaging in 
battles of various kinds' and his body was 

SM 'fc with the ‘ marks of a hundred confused wounds, 
V theWows of battle axes, arrows, spears, etc.’ 

Inscriptions, pp. 12 and 13. The AUaha- 

* i. 346, »Tfa: 1 

fT 5R5r 

RSjadharnMi, 
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statesmen knew that war entailed unnecessary 
loss of energy and resources and that from the 
material standpoint it did not produce good 
results in proportion to the magnitude of the loss 
it involved. * The results of war are uncertain ’ 
and it may entail loss to both parties. ^ 

Consequently, unnecessary and aggressive wars 
were rare in ancient India. The king was ad¬ 
vised to abstain from rash acts of hostility and 
never seek to destroy his army by recklessly 
plunging into wars.=* In general, wars were not 
to be waged for mere assertion of material forc6 
or for territorial aggrandizement ‘ Avoid war 
for acquisition of territory ’ appears to have been 
the principle followed by Yudhishfhira. 
too ambitious surely of conquest 
ancients, seeing that in a small pist ^ 
there were numerous monafchs 
datta, Dantavaktra, KratIu^ ^ 

firat 
61. 

StHmara 

As both parties are alEeoted advers^y by 

are to. be av<«c^'. viL' 

ML 

9 v' 
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oisujp&l3ii SsilvStj 3»ii(l Sindhur&js,^ 

‘ King Yudhishthira was easily content since he 
endured quite near at hand the kingdom of the 

Kimpurushas when the conquest of Dhanafijaya 
had made the earth shake * Generally speak¬ 
ing, kings in ancient India did not engage in 
war unless they were forced to it; and military 

expeditions were begun, not on sudden provo¬ 
cation or on small causes but only after great 
deliberation and on weighty issues. So at least 

declare the works on Polity—Arthalastras and 
Dharmaiastras alike. 

To sum up, the ideal of the ancient Indians was 
mi to engage in war unless all other means of 
maintaining peace had proved of no avail. But, 
once on reasonable grounds belligerency was 
declared, victory was to be achieved at all costs, 
and death and never dishonour was the motto of 
Jlie heroic warrior who fought in the field. ^ 

' Kuta-Yuddha and PrakuSa-Yuddha 

was not by any means easy of 
main object of the conqueror 

. Translation by CoweM 
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was to overcome the enemy and sometimes a 
king had even to ‘ place disgrace in front and 
honour at the back and realize his cherished ideal, 
for it is folly to lose one’s objective.’ * Such 
was the importance attached to victory in war 
that ‘ the enemy has to be subdued whether 
fought according to the rules of morality or not.’* 
Instances are not altogether wanting of wars 
waged on questionable grounds, instances where 
treachery and guile were now and then in evi¬ 
dence. The Arthaiastras attach some impor¬ 
tance to a variety of warfare which was not fair 
and open—Kuteb-Yuddhcu 

The Dharma^astras are never for the use of any 
wily or underhand methods in fighting. 
Yuddha being dishonourable and 
does not find a place in them. The 
subordinate considerations oi irpc 
of expediency and practical gaim 
do not permit KEpxi>YieMJm in ^ cisf^ 
was certainly not fair or commendaible. It is 
mentioned merely as a resource for the weak 

■,) 

' I < l 

:.:v t 

1 + 

* SukroMHH, iv. 7, II; 732-33. 

» md., 1.350. snkf: 

^ ■» 

to. tJtee ""vV J 
22. 71.;% 

, s' 4' ^ 

S A . • I » 
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against the powerful. The Sukraniti * says: 
‘ There is no warfare which extirpates the power¬ 
ful enemy like the Kuta-Yuddha; a king need 
follow ntti or moral rules only so long as he 
is in a position to overcome others.’ The Agni 
PurUna ^ permits secret and underhand haras¬ 

sing only by the weaker states. Kamandaka who 
follows Kautilya also approves of this variety of 
warfare only in similar circumstances. 

Thus, if Kuta-Yuddha was resorted to, it was 
not probably between states of equal strength 
and resources, but was for states that could find 
no outside help and had by some means or 
other to maintain their existence in the midst of 
overpowering neighbours. Even here, in the 
first instance, the small states are advised to 
seek the alliance of stronger ones for fighting 
against their mighty foes.'’ A weak monarch 

, was, as far as possible, to avoid being drawn into 
- .;|Var. He should reconcile himself with others, 
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enter into a treaty at least, for the time being, 
waiting for an opportunity to reinforce himself 
and meet his enemy. If no outside aid was forth¬ 
coming, or if in seeking the help of others there 
was suspicion of evil, the king had no alternative 
but to engage in war * and only in that case was 
K^for Yuddha justifiable. 

We find, again, that the employment of 
guile is advised only against those that use it.’^ 
In the Pratijn^augandharUywna of Bhasa the 
minister of Udayana had recourse to guile to set 
his sovereign free. It was impossible to face 
king Pradyota openly in war; hence ruse had to be 
pitted against the ruse already employed by 
PradySta’s ministers. Udayana was captured 
PradySta’s men with a guile 
the Trojan horse trick. YaugahKlhlB^tffeF^ 
minister of Kaulambi, dresse<d .a£p 
monk, went to Ujjsan,. filksd 
Avanti with spies and secret 
trived a plan of esdape lor h|$ loves^i^. Edt 

Be;,-/'' 
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the inevitable happened between Udayana and 
Vasavadatta, the princess of Avanti. The two 

fell in love and the resourceful minister managed 
somehow to effect the escape of the couple on 
an elephant. 

Theory and Practice 

It is because the Arthcdustra subordinates 
considerations of morality to expediency and 
practical gain that Kautilya has been styled the 
Indian Machiavelli. The ideal of the Italian 
theorist, will be clear from his own statement: 
^ Although it is detestable in everything to use 
fraud, nevertheless in the conduct of war it is 
admirable and praiseworthy, and he is commended 
who overcomes the foe by stratagem equally with 
him who overcomes him by force.’ This is by 
no means identical with that of Kautilya and 
other Indian writers, for they would on no 

give the same place to the kupi variety 
as to the prahsSa. Even in the 

Ku^a-Ytiddha occupies only a 
‘ yrl'’’ '/ 

less honourable place. These 
|iv^|btj^nent attention to the acquisi- 

as the Dharmasastras 
Hipl^'inbral well-being' of men 

to the conclusion 
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that the Arthasastras are more Machiavelliaai 
than the Dharmasaatras. ^ 

On the other hand, the point to be noted 
in this connection is that the secular writers 
disclose to us how far the theory propounded 
in the sacred works of literature corresponded 
to the practice that obtaiined in their respec¬ 
tive ages. There was no good in ordaining that 
a weak state should in its fight with a power¬ 
ful neighbour follow exactly the same rules as 
were expected to be followed by the latter, and 
that even he that is wicked should he subdued 
only by fair means ; we are renainded of the sad 
lot Belgium in this connection. It was im¬ 
possible for the weaker, if left alone, under ordinary 

' t -t; 

circumstances to overcome the more 

Humanity in WayfartJ - ‘'7:^.^ 

Wars in ancient India wetb 
according to the rules of 
It is stated that a king should ne^ d0siie to 
subjugate countries by pn^hteout 'iheaiis e^t^ 
if he could become, as a result, the sovemsru^ 

^ The Buddhist and J<daai rdiigioas. h 
be classified with the 
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the world. * The warrior is not to swerve from 
the eternal law when he strikes in battle.* 
A Kshatriya who renounces righteousness and 
transgresses all wholesome barriers does not 
deserve to be reckoned as such, and society 
should drive him out. * The incidents of 
warfare in ancient India were not so inhuman 
as in other countries of the world at the time 
as is clear from the accounts of foreign travellers. 
Megasthenes * bears testimony to the fact that 
the laws of war were humane and that wholesale 
destruction and devastation was forbidden. And 
we read in the Makubhurata: 

* They must win who strong in virtue 
Fight for virtue’s stainless laws; 

Doubly armed the stalwart warrior 
Who is armed in righteous cause.’ 

g., Mahilbhi^aia: Sinti: RSjadharma, 96. 1 and 
Giia, i. 35. 

t 326; Marm, vii. 87-93; 
kiSyamt i. 18. 9; VisAtpu, iii. 

* 
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CHAPTER VII 

Enemy Character 

Causes of War 

What then were the grounds on which wars 
were begun in ancient India? War was the 
result of injuries committed by one state on 
another, and it was declared when a state 
was attacked and oppressed.* Mutual rivalry 
among the Aryas and non-Aryas formed the 
cause of wars in the Vedic age. Acquisition of 
territory and desire for conquest were other 
grounds for the opening of hostilities. The 
desire for self-preservation, a disturbance, ih ^ 
balance of power, and the thirst qi some n^or 
states for realizing the Imperial ideal, appear as 
other causes of war especially in later ages.* 
Many of the wars appear to have been caus^ by 
lust of territory. Kautilya holds the view that ‘ the 
conqueror well-versed in politics who acquires 

^ SuJhwaii, iv: 7. 250. For causes of war, cf. Kam^ 
deMra, t. 3-5. J . 

^ For ‘intervention’ on aroonds of general humai^y 
atsfi with a view to protect the 

K(, tVk 7. 

' •< j%'i 

fj.; '.J' ' , A *V ' Iv* 
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territory from enemies gains superiority.’ * Other 
miscellaneous causes found to operate before the 
outbreak of war are the stealing of women, 
cattle, and other property. Lastly, the spirit of 
Dharma was carried to such an extent as to 
permit a king to wage war with another who, 
being addicted to pleasure, plundered the people’s 
goods and caused disaffection among his subjects. 

Even if the precedent circumstances had made 
the rupture of peaceful relations between the 
hostile countries inevitable, at what point was the 
hostility definitely declared? Was there any 
formal declaration of hostilities, or was war waged 
without any formal notice being given ? 

Declaratim of War 

Declaration means the formal notification to the 
effect that a particular state considered itself at 
war with another state. It may be held that a 
formal declaration was not quite necessary in 
andent India, for war was the outcome of deli> 

;-Ifelate and prolonged ill-feeling and, as such, 
.^^ ij^rties that were to be engaged in conflict 
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had ever to be prepared to give their soldiers the 
order for marching. We find, however, that a 
notification before the outbreak of actual hosti¬ 
lities was in vogue. It is stated that the 
before entering the dominions of another he 
wishes to subjugate should say unto the people: 
‘ I am your king, I shall protect you; give me 
just tribute or encounter me in battle 

The practice, it would appear, was also to the 
same effect. Hanuman was sent to Lanka to 
proclaim war against Ravaija. The PS^^vas 
sent Uluka and Krishna to the Kauravas to give 
notice of the commencement of hostilities, in case 
the Kauravas would not offer reasonable terms (rf 
Agreement. In the instances cited above, 
was preceded by a formal notifications T|ft 
seizure of the cattle by the enemy was 
to a declaration of war. The 
the war against the king of Vir^ wit^ ^ 

of his cattle. A third method tlta| : jga#; 
practice was the lighting dp of beacon 

■ . f * i ,y 

^ Mahokkarata'. Ssi^: ' 
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We may hold the view in general that some kind 
of declaration, formal or informal, almost invaria¬ 
bly preceded the wars in ancient India. It was, 
therefore, in accordance with established usage 
that Porus interpreted Alexander’s summons to 
do homage and pay tribute, as a formal declara¬ 
tion of hostilities. The result was the battle of 
the Jhelum, which other chiefs like Ambhi and 
Abhisara avoided by timely submission. 

Immediate Effects of the Declaration of War 

Diplomatic intercourse ceased between the 
countries engaged in hostilities; the ambassadors 
were not allowed to proceed with their duties 
and had to be withdrawn. In fact, rupture of 
peaceful relations was preceded by the with¬ 
drawal of the diplomatic agents who were charged 
with the power of issuing an ultimatum in case 
no peaceful agreement could be arrived at. * The 
embassy of Krishna before the Mahabharata War 
is a classical instance in point. 

The armed forces of the belligerent states 
tpcfe mobilized and given the warrant to carry 
ou hostilities. The warring parties subjected 

^ ArthttSiistm, p. 32. Among the various duties of 

envt^s is the ' issue o| ultimatum ’ (33[clN) before war. 
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themselves to all the regulations and incidents 
of warfare. The accepted rules of fighting now 
came into force. Non-combatants were exempt, 
as a rule, from the severities of warfare, and the 
rules concerning the conduct of the combatants in 
battle were brought into operation. ^ 

There were naturally certain restrictions on 
the freedom of intercourse between the subjects 
of the enemy states in commercial dealings and 
other private transactions. ‘ There was not to 
be the relation of debtor and creditor between the 
fighters.’ * 

Acquisition of Enemy Chayacter by 

Persons and Property 

(a) Persons 
\ / ra 

Let us consider the conditioi^ 
give enemy character to pi^spz^-and r 
the countries engaged in hostUitie^;Ji$t||jpil^^ '' 
regulations regarding combatants 
batants. When the hostile relatu^l^twgitm 

W'?' iiTiy,:' 

^ We read in VisA^tismriii that a aoMler ^ the iStee ei j ^ 
1x11116 must not be pul under restraint ' 
ihe Easif xxxiii. 288. . ,, 

■ »^Sukrarati, ,iv. 7. 379. 

'lify'fli6'6ossaesiexttalioi.'■ 'I . ' ' 
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states had been declared, the armed forces had 
been mobilized and actual fighting in the field 
had commenced, the question was whether all 
the persons and property found in the enemy state 
were fully subject to the incidents, rights and 
obligations in warfare? Was there differential 
treatment accorded to some? In other words, 
what were the essential conditions that went to 
determine the enemy character of persons and 
property, and what were the criteria that declared 
others non-combatants and hence exempt from 
the risks of warfare ? 

The armed forces of the states at war were 
enemies in the fullest sense. These might be 
killed in the course of hostilities. If captured 
they were held as prisoners of war. ^ They were 
subject to the usual risks, incidents and severities 
of warfare. Ordinarily, the various divisions of 
the army were composed of the fighting castes in 
ancient India. But it is implied that if any others 
than of the warrior class took to arms, they also 
acquired enemy character and could be slain like 
ttte;Kshatriyas. Even saints and sages were no 
exceptions to the operation of this rule, as is v 

* This is what ASoka means hy a^vaAa in Rod^ 
BdicX xiii which nanrates the horrors of the Ealinga War: ' 

ff ?ifir wr Sir «tr* ' 
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clearly in evidence in the Bhagami Qita. * The 
sin o£ killing a Brahma^a does not pollute a maoi 
who treats himself like a Kshatriya and kills Ihe 
Brahmajgia that fights arms in hand and does not 
leave the field.' * 

In fact, the possession of arms in field 
of battle and readiness of any one to fight 
on the enemy side, were enough to give him 
enemy character. This aspect the subject 
has received careful attention in the Sukna&U, 

The sin of killing even an embryonic child 
will not affect one, if one finds it with weapon 
in hand.* The troops left by or cs^ptured by 
the enemy as well as soldiers who Imd piwfed 
unfaithful owing to the machinati^m of fibe 
enemy weie also included in tiie i 
of combatants. Next, came the | 
helped the enemy with fuel, food and 

• ' * I'* 

^ iv. 7. 325 aad 327. 

9n?R!i%5pfr?^ iTiBSf: t 
•s. , C 

»k- 
■ 4 , 

ft .''j* , 

^ ' if'''*'#,'.' 

» >• ' 
' • 'Yi'" 

^ifptrqptC ^ i ' ■.' I • ■ ■ ■» 

;i.T. 
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Men and animals whose functions were to take 
weapons, ammunition, fodder, etc., from the 
stores of the enemy acquired enemy character by 
the duties they performed, and by the purpose 
for which they were intended. The family and 
followers of the king were treated as inimical so 
far as they contributed to the safe and successful 
conduct of the operations in the ranks of the 
enemy. Camp-followers, menial servants and 
those that were engaged in the work of carrying 
the wounded from the lines were to be treated as 
if they were peaceful non-combatants. * 

As regards persons living in the enemy terri¬ 
tory, these were on no account to be slain or 
made prisoners of war as long as they were 
peaceful and quiet. ‘ The old man, the infant, 
the woman and the king when alone (i.e. un¬ 
defended) should never be killed.’ * They were 
of course subject to such incidental injuries as 
might be inflicted on them in the course of 
fighting. They had, it would appear, to meet 
the occasional demands by the enemy on their 

^ Manusnmti, vii. 90-94, Vide those that were 
ex6fi®ted from the general risks and violence of warfare 
in diap. Vlii. 

® SukretMH, iv. 7. 3S8. 
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wealth and resources—in the shape of what in 
modem phraseology are known as ‘ requisitions ’ 
and ‘ contributions.’ A king is permitted to 
take money from the subjects for the purposes of 
war and he is justified in seizing the supplies he 
wants from the places in which he is encamped. ^ 
The civil population of the places under military 
occupation were not under ordinary circumstances 
to be interfered with. 

Property 

All property belonging to the enemy country 
such as fighting vessels, arms and ammunitionsi 
weapons and uniforms had full enemy clmmcti^ 
and were at any time liable tp seizure in >ihe 
course of the war. The treasure* 
belonging to the king and his &milf* 
food, fuel and fodder and j 
to the enemy acquired enemy 
purpose for which they were 
movable properties in the enemy Cduntff ; ; 
subject to temporary utilization by inva^i^ 
The following advice is given in ttee code 
Manu: ‘When a king tetS shut up the ’ 
town, let him sit encatii^^ i 
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and continually spoil his grass, fuel, food and 
water. He may, likewise destroy the tanks, 

ramparts and ditches.’ * 
The object evidently was to cut off the supplies 

of the enemy and to prevent his utilizing the 
natural resources to his advantage. He might 
even bum down the crops in the fields. ^ But the 
invader was not ordinarily to seize the supplies 
from the enemy. Only in dire necessity could 
he make exactions from the enemy people. He 
should take with him provisions and supplies on 
the beasts of burden maintained for the purpose. 
The private property of the enemy country 
appears in other respects to have been exempt 
from the violence and risks of warfare. ^ Temples 
and their property in the places under nailitary 
occupation and the private property of individual 
citizens were on no account to be seized.^ 

1 Mamsmriii, vii. 196. 

! * Mahaiinraia: Ssnti: RSjacUiarma, 68. 37-43. 
Jjql ijie K^^maTpiaklycL we read:— 

I xvi. 16. 

llse. destruction of the enemy’s commissariat is allowed 
during an expedition. AfiAaiSstf'et, p. 354. 

® MeCrihdie, Mtgasthmes and Arrian, Frag. 1. 
■* E. g., Agni Pterd^, 236. 22-25. 
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Enemy Character of Convoys 

The consideration as to which of the enemy 
property acquired enemy character leads us to that 
of the character of convoys, and of neutral and 
allied vessels on the seas. In modhm interna¬ 
tional law the views held regarding this subject 
are seen to depend on (i) nationality or domicile 
of the owner of the property found in the enemy 
country, (2) the enemy character or otherwise of 
the cargo or of the ship and the nature of tiie fh^ 
it flew, and (3) the character of the place to whic^ 
the property was destined. In ancient India 
question of domicile could not have entered at afi; 
But the modem idea that enemy destsaau^iqgn < ib 
enough to constitute enemy chazaotet 
with its cargo and of convoys tm lasiaid 
have been prevalent in some form ki 
India also. As was noted in Ihe 
stores and convoys acquired enemy 
if they were intended for an enemy destina^p 
The principle of destination held gOi^ In 
case of sea-borne goods and vessels 
on the waters belongiz^ ,^ a state, 
property of nentrals, ^ it wa^ 
the enemy was 
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was liable to seizure. In the Kautiltya ' the 
Superintendent of harbours is endowed with the > 

power of seizing or destroying goods that were 

being carried to enemy territory (amitravishayd). 

He had also the power of detaining vessels that 

did not fly their characteristic flag and of seizing 

the property in them. 

ip.l26. 



CHAPTER VIII 

AGENTS, Instruments and Methods 

OF Warfare 

The fighting was ordinarily done by professional 
soldiers, drawn from the Kshatri3ra dass, and the 
best army consisted mainly of these. * Besides 
these agents of warfare who were combatants in 
the full sense there were others who were included 
as combatants in virtue of their functions. There 
were four main divisions of fighters, the 
ranga—the infantry, the cavalry, the chdfiotS"^]^ 
the elephants. These enjoyed all th§ 
were bound by duties that bel<M::^g^ 
batants in general. The infantry 'Jl 

kinds. ^ The Maula (r^julars) 
of the fighting class in India-^the 11^^ 
Others were the (mercenaries), iuadti 
(gild troops) those drawn from spedal 
ing corporations. In to the^ 

SUIA!:' . 
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were drawn from the allies {mitrd), sometimes 
from the enemy country {amitrd) and from wild 
tribes {atavi). These were the people on active 
military service.* 

There were, next, the people that did not 
engage themselves in active fighting, but were 
all the same taken to belong to the enemy ranks. 
Coming under this class were the camp-followers, 
nurses, banner-holders, messengers, etc. These 
were generally exempt from the incidents and 
violence of warfare. 

The whole population engaged in field service 
was made up of eight parts—-chariots, elephants, 
cavalry, infantry, officers, camp-followers, spies 
and ensigns. 

The Maula portion of the army was composed 
of those that had been well trained and drilled, 
and had seen active service under state supervi¬ 
sion for a long time. They formed the national 

>'Hie military organization of his time is fully dealt 
wi^'hy Elanfilya in chaps, ix. and x. of his work. See 

340-71, According to Megasthenes the military 
^%#tment of t|ie Mauryan administration consisted of 
a hdard of thirty divided into six Committees. (1) 
AWt^ty, {2) Army service, transport and commissi- 

tis^try, (4) Cavalry, (5) War-chariots, (6) 
©^fei^ts. ^he state encouraged the manufacture of 
irdpli^ents of war and of native shipping not only 
by exemption from taxes but by grant of subsidies. 

#r!^^ 35 and 36, 
V 
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militia and were entitled to the first rank. Beii;^ 
the ‘ regulars ’ they were the most faithful and 
serviceable part of the army. 

The Bhrita were soldiers hired for fighting for 
the occasion. They could not therefore be 
relied upon, and kings are advised to see that 
their pay was never left in arrears. Disaffection 
among these was to be avoided, for they might 
be bought off by the enemy. 

The Sf^ni were a sort of Indian Defence Force. 
They were not accustomed to fighting for long, 
and were less quickly mustered together. Not 
being properly drilled like the Mania or the 
Bhrita they corresponded apparently to levies 

m Masse of the martial races and peoples ^crd 
were used for short expeditions. .r . 

'■ 4 I' 

The mitra forces were drawn from 
countries. They could be dep^ded^eON 
long as the interests of the ally 
judiced in the course of the fighting. > 

Those that were recruited from 
{amitra) country could not he trusted, for-the^ 
was no knowing that tibey woiffd hdt 
to their sovereign once againi, It ^ses 

sable to engage these 
■ ■ V-;.:- 

Order ^ 

St" 
} ' 

'V‘> 
’/S' 

V' 

'' t n 
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thus set forth in the KautiUya.^ ‘The standing 
army {Mauld) is better than hired {Bhyitd) forces 
inasmuch as the former has its existence depen¬ 
dent on that of its master and is constantly drilled. 
The hired troops that are ever at hand, ready to 
rise quickly and are obedient, are better than a 
corporation of soldiers (Srmi). That corporation 
of soldiers which is native, which has the same 
end in view (as the king) and which is actuated 

^ See pp. 340-42. Kautilya mentions the various 
tti 

kinds of forces in the order 

and aiHft says “qsit 

1qci I 

See also KamanjMaklya, xviii. 4. The order of the 
ranks of the army in the SukranUi is interesting. 
The army is divided under two heads. One of the 
principles, of classification is the mode of recruitment, 
and the other the vehicle used in warfare. Under the 
■first head are:— 

1. The mula having been duly trained. 
2. The sodyaska—trained or untrained—got up for 
__ 

Those drawn from the allies (miira). 
> ■ Those that have deserted the enemy (amztra). 

h ? •* 

• •/“'“» , I’*"-' , '' -v.fisam. 

that are bought ojBE from the enemy 

htcltlded the Chaturwfpga forces* 
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by similar feelings of rivalry, anger, and expecta¬ 
tion of success and gain is better than the army of 
a friend. The army from an enemy country under 
the leadership of an Arya is better than an army 
of wild tribes.’* The forest tribes are thus 
accorded the last rank in the classification for, as 
in modern warfare, it was observed in ancient 

^ The ‘ regulars ’ composed of the Kshatriya are 

the best for:—flgsgciq^: 
C ^ *0 f 

%itc«ITfq sr?T “sr 3??^* ' 

5rnTqg:^efir«?fqii?i e 

ft?R55i#T; I 
'*■' 

*, .. t 

. iTj!,:'"-#'. 

' . r. ...i. .. ‘t' 
i' / .j^.r \ .**1 's’ 

* + ■ lAi/* *'** ' '/ , «. 7, tt“Mr > . I J» r >, 
^ i.'.i 

. '-S . •.. 

s-h '> t..dr ‘ ^ 

■ ■ ■ . " I 

Arth^BsMt, pp. 25^ .3^-4§. 
As regards miUtary retatdtment, it 

was voluntaxy in lodiaH TShi^ Was the 
and all its memh^ Wlhh bbund hf 
ypluai^rjr aid to the sttllS:''ha' 
ansttes were drawn h^; 
Roman Bmiwawr inii 

-i 

'V y/aijl 
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India that savage forces were, as far as possible, 
not to be utilized in active warfare. 

Thus the main strength of the army lay in the 
first class, the ‘ regulars.’ The untrained, in¬ 
efficient and raw recruits being like bales of 
cotton could be appointed only for purposes other 
than actual fighting. * Armies were distinguished 
from one another by special badges and banners 
and the constituents of an array were called after 
the names of trumpet sounds, flags and ensigns. 
Kautilya says: ‘ One’s army is to be distinguish¬ 
ed from the enemy’s by special flags, badges, 
kettledrums, conches, etc.’® 

From the above it becomes clear that Levies en 

Masse were allowed, but there was no room for 
\ 

‘ guerilla fighting.’ In fact, guerilla warfare was 
generally condemned, for it is often declared that 
everything in warfare was to be conducted in a 
fair way and by open means.® 

* ^uMranlti, iv. 7.180. 

cTflC I 
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fi., ^ 
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The conditions * regarding the agents ^ 
warfare in ancient India may then be set hnth 
broadly in the following manner:— 

1 i ^ Everything in warfare should be fair and 

open. 
2. There should be dome distinguishing 

sign or badge. 
3. The efficiency of the army depended on 

organization, drilling and leadership. The king 
was the high commander and directly led the 
army to the battlefield in many cases. In others 
the work was entrusted to able commanders. 

». *■ ' 

4. All should conform to the regulations cl 

s' 

I’ld" 

war.® 
One class of agents® that did not 

enemy character in full, but for wl^ 
treatment was considered necessSMfy, 
cniAc anrl .CArrA.t 

not bear arms and hence cottld ^ 

^ Cbmpf^e artM-® Gbije^i'' 
ding the cfedidbns in acceptance * 

® The regulations fall braadJ 
Preventive and {6) Positive, 
included all the rulea 
even among primitive 
feature only in a soriety 
war philosophy 
.classes of rales. • ■ •, ■. 

■I .* ilh&&-<3SO-i®® 
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ordinarily to the violence and risks of warfare. 
But the duties they discharged involved con¬ 
siderable risk. Their function was to observe 
in secret the enemy movements and know the 

strength and weakness of the opposite camp. 

They had to disguise themselves as astrologers, 
cooks, neutrals, traders, servants or hunters and 
move about mcog7tito in the enemy ranks. * The 

various immunities and privileges of diplomatic 
ministers could not be extended to them, for the 
essence of their work lay in secret collection of 
information regarding the movements of the 

* # 
enemy forces so that their own side might profit 
thereby. The general rule was that when they 
were discovered they could be slain. * 

The treatment accorded to combatants of the 
enemy state has differed in different ages. In 
the age of the Rig Veda when there were no. 
advanced notions of intertribal morality, there 
'ms even wholesale destruction. In the ware 

j) ''’'I were fought between the Aryas and the 
ii^ I ' 

( ^ Ij ^ ,1’'J , p/ 383; KnmuT^daklya^ xii 36 and 42.:^ 

.Raises mentioned are 
■■ ■ "''If 

Kanda, 25.. 28. Snka and 

‘ ■ i / >1 ;',A- -f. 
'I • 'h j I. , Ji ^ ^ 

,*ut* . ■■ 'I}'''"' V ' I I, \ I ' r 
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Dasyus the opposing parties were only actuated 
by the desire to extirpate the foe, and the aid of 
the gods was invoked by the Aryas for the 
complete subjugation of their foes. ‘ War was an ■ 
engine invented by Indra to exterminate the 
Dasyus, and it was for being destroyed that they 
were bom’.* In later ages, the treatment 
accorded to inhabitants of conquered places was 
more humane. In the Epics there is clear enuncia¬ 
tion of the principles which were to guide the 
invaders. Here we have certain agreements 
framed for the combatants corresponding to 
‘ military codes.’ This is clear from the Ma^- 

dAsraia ^ where among the articles of agreement 
between Yudhishthira and Duryodhami 
following:— 

1. We will make war on each o^f# 

stratagem or treachery. 
2. No man shall take Up 

another without giving him 
3. When one is engaged, 

third man shall interfere. 
The Artha^isttas 

witness to loftier. 
These contain ’ndl 

Vif "'I ■ -A . . ... y'. .,5^' 

■'"I! '-Ji; 
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belligerent nations of their ages. Not only 
the Aryas but the non-Aryas appear to have 
been guided by such noble ideas of international 
equity. The ancient Indians had highly deve¬ 

loped rules to ensure fairness in fighting. It 
was agreed that only warriors placed in similar 
circumstances should encounter each other in 
fair and open combat. A king should fight 
with a king, a car-warrior with one of his own 
class, a fighter on an elephant should have as his 
antagonist one of the same order, a cavalry officer 
should be met by a cavalry officer, and a foot 
soldier by a foot soldier. * 

Limits of Violence Permissible 

Under ordinary circumstances, the combatants 
were fully subject to the risks and incidents of 
warfare. In exceptional cases, these were to be 
accorded the treatment due to non-combatants 
and to the peaceful inhabitants in occupied places. 
Unlimited violence was not to be perpetrated on 

' I*' ^ ,'i 

Mahabharata: Ssuti: Rajadharma, 95. 
> R^ayana i Sundara Kaijda, 46. 37. For de- 

^ iian military organization as represented by tim 
epio and other native literature the reader may 

stred ti Prof. E. W. Hopkins’ article dn * 
of the Rjaling Caste in Ancient India ’ in 
of 'Mk Oriental Society, vol. 
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these; certain means and methods of destruction 
were forbidden; and against Indrajit is hurled 
the charge that he had violated the rules fair 
fighting when he made Lakshmaua the target of 
his poisoned arrow. ‘ When a king fights with 
his foes in battle, let him not strike with instru¬ 
ments concealed, with barbed or poisoned 
weapons the points of which are blazing with fire.’* 

Only such instruments were to be used as 
would barely bring about the disabling of the 

enemy. Weapons which caused uimeoessary 
pain or which inflicted more suffering than 
was indispensable to overcome the foe, safe 
condemned by all ancient authorities; SinMlarljr, 
ruthless destruction and s'weepmg-dbrr^iMl^, 
were forbidden, as is clear fr<nn filie 
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and were certainly not recommended for use by 
men in war. ‘ A king should never slay a large 
number of his foes, and it did not behove any 
one to clear all the enemy subjects off the 
earth.’ * While enumerating the various methods 
that may be employed by a conqueror to capture 
a fortress such as Upajspa^ Upasarpa, Vsmam, 

ParyiipUsanay and Ammardana corresponding in 
turn to intrigue, espionage, winning over the 

enemy’s people, siege and assault, Kautilya 

says: ® Setting fire to forts is undesirable; 

^ MahubhUrata: Santi: Rajadharma, 103.13. 

In the Ramnyatpa. Lakshmana addresses Rama thus; 

<^11 STTqir^ Aranya 

Ka^^a, 65, 6, 
* See Arthaiostra^ p. 406 for the methods of capturing 

a fort* 

^ qiRffR 3mr l 3iTg"?RqT 
pmim 

I ArihaiS^tra^ p* 403. 

regulations are laid down regarding the time 
of fightingy the functions of the various 

of the army, the methods, and the uses of the 
kiii4s of arrays, etc., in the Arihcdosin^ 

k; 

• Vi' 
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fire offends the Gods; it cannot be trusted; it 
consumes the people, grains, cattle, gold, raw 
material, etc. Hence incendiarism is to be 

(many-sided), ‘qSR (wheel) and sin^ (serpent). 

^ukraniH, iv. 7. 265-66, 
The followins varieties of array are noteworthy in the 

ArthaSosira. See pp. 373-75. 

^05 (staff), (snake), (drde), 

(detached). The sub-divisions under these are 

Under (breaking the enemy’s array), 

(firm), (irresistible), gsHT (victory), 

(conqueror), ^«T5cfio^(big ear), (vast victory), 

gjjJppr (face of the army), (fish-faeef^, fiiii 
o«o 

spcStl (round). (serpentine), 

wavy), siTf^qa5=aaB (waterfall ?) 

Under are 

(sia-faced), 3TgWl«K (e 

faced). (alligator): 

foot), 

(double-segme^T) 

Other ^aysji^ 

rtf'll 
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% 

avoided. Dedicating a whole region to flame 
is certainly an act ungodly and inhuman. 

Grant of Quarter 

Among the rights which the combatants 
enjoyed in the field of battle was that of ‘ quarter.’ 
Quarter was not to be denied, when a combatant 
force ceased fighting and begged for mercy. 
‘ The wicked that desert the man who seeks refuge 

See also Manu, vii. 187. 

ms* i 
Military expeditions are of S kinds :— 

i 
jK^mai^dakiya^ xi* 

ft511 ?i«ir ^Jvrqw 5r?i*lcl: I 

iiT5=f qsBrftw ^ n 
Sukraniii, iv, 7. 255. 

The regions suited for military operations are set 
fdrth in Sukrantti, iv. 7. 227-31. 

Among the various agents of warfare, forts held a 
prominent place. They afforded shelter to the civil 
goimlation and were strong and convenient bases of 

operations against the onslaughts of enemies. 
TS^'dimerent kinds of forts are:— 

'■'i, ’‘..'“'.SI?/!’ 
\ \ ' '' .T . ifT* 

order of importance. The features 
itji a forixess are mentioned as spaciousness^ 

of access^ stores, easy ingress and egress., 
I 0 j xiii; KSfim^daklya^ iv f 

.u > ‘H.,,. _ 
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■with them in confidence reach hell.’ * The 
Dharmalastras declare that a warrior who solicits 
quarter saying, ‘ I am thine, or joining his hands 
in supplication, may simply be kept in custody but 
not slain,’ and one who does not protect him 
who seeks shelter perpetrates a mighty iniquity.* 
Again, combatants under certain conditions were 
to be exempted from the severities of warfere. 
* A warrior whose armour has fallen off, one who 
has laid down his weapon, or has been wounded 
mortally, one who is weak with wounds, or is 
fighting with another should never be killed/ * 

. I,' 

* Sukreoaii, iv, 7. 331. 

t Borhaspatya ArthoSasira, iii. 51. 

® E.g., Gautama^ x. 18-20; 
BaudhayaTia, i. 10. . 

* For instance Mamismriti, vii. 91-93.', 
bearing on the subject may be’quoted in hi 

JT f?EtTc?«r55r^5 q- il# W 

*r sfraR 5r cfiiwKf 

^ ^ ST sm sr 

5ira«WR CRW 51 

' ■ 1- ''''A.’' ' 
■■ ■‘ ^ 

J-. .'T' .-J*’. ly. “J. 

jat. ;l' 
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Prisoners of War 

As regards the combatants who were cap¬ 

tured in war, their lot improved from utter 
destruction and slavery in the initial stages to 

more humane treatment in later ages. In the age 
of the Epics, we meet with the practice of captives 
taken in war being looked after and tended with 
kindness. If the warrior who had surrendered 
was wounded, he should be placed in charge 
of a surgeon. If the wives of soldiers killed 

in the field were taken captive ‘ the captor was 
to keep the women in custody, treating them 
with all courtesy and consideration. They should 
be sent home under proper escort, if they be not 

pleased to stay with him.’ * 

The Sick and the Wounded 

There were certain regulations regarding these. 
general rule was that those who had been 

i^vously wounded or were exceedingly sick 
lyounds should be exempted. The wounded 

first instance to be sent home, 
prisoners of war, they should be 

skilful surgeon and when 

'-'li' i,,!;’’ 'K. ''f ’ 

,ff‘., . a 

' ^ M.i-'.. 
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should be set at liberty. * Before a feiag 
went out to battle he should take -with him 
a good stock of medicines that might prove 
necessary and physicians to treat and nurse the 
sick and the wounded in the lines. ‘ Physicians 
with surgical instruments {Sasira), machines 

healing oils, and cloth in their hands,' 

and nurses with prepared food and beverage, 
should stand behind the lines and give 
encouragement to the fighting men.’ * 

Tyeatfnent of Nofircomboto^is 

. The non-combatants were ordinarily i 
from personal injury except so far as it 

incidentally happen in the course (rf 

or be inflicted as a punishment 
mitted against the invader. 
says,® the tillers of the soil 
pursue their occupations 

the war was waging in i 

1 
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while the combatants made carnage of each other. 
Brutal vandalism was severely condemned, as is 
clear again from the words addressed by Rama 
to Lakshma^ia: ‘It is not fair to destroy all 
the enemy subjects for the fault of one,’ * and 

only on rare occasions did fortified towns suffer 
the horrors of a sack. In fact such fields were 

chosen as sites for battle as were uninhabited 
or little frequented by the peaceful population. 
But if the latter rose in arms against the invader, 
the conqueror might punish them by destroying 
their crops, stores, grains and trade. * 

There is general agreement about the rules 
for the treatment of non-combatants. ® The 
following were to be exempted from the 
severities of warfare:—‘ Those who look on 

without taking part in the fight, those afflicted 
with grief, those who have set their hearts on 

. r( ' ■ , 

'! ' * ' '' ,./i 

emancipation, those who are asleep, thirsty or 
ll^ued, or are walking along the road, or have a 

on band unfinished, or are proficient in 
>T|dis'''|haa..been declared the majestic 

j. ‘ 
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eternal law for warriors; from this law a Kslta- 
triya should not swerve, when he is ranged in 

battle against his fellows. 
One point that is noteworthy here i§ that 

people who were engaged in special £urts were 
to be exempted. As in modem international 
codes, works of religion and fine art, and persons 
that were employed in dressing the wounded and 
the sick or were engaged in scientific pursuits 
were not to be subjected to the risks of war, but 
special protection was to be given to them. 

guardian deities of the country unders millta^; 
occupation should be worshipped by the iuvi|i^ 
who should take care that the 
and their property were not in 
by them. * We read of 

to look after the sick 
These were certainly net 
proper discharge of 
assured of spedal jp 
messages ^ ^re 
the treatnteht oi 

envoys, and o 

^ ^ I 
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Emmy Property—-on Land 

Real property was not to be confiscated. The 
invader could have the usufruct of such. The 
instances cited in the Mahubfmrata * of Pratard- 
dana who, while engaged in the work of conquest, 
left the lands of the foe untouched, and of Divo- 
dasa who seized all property real and movable of 

the enemy, and hence was considered to have 
committed an act of sin which deprived him of 
all the merit of a Kshatriya, are enough to show 
that the land of the enemy state was to be free 
from the horrors of war. Property in the territory 
Invaded was not to be seized under ordinary 
circumstances, but provisions for the army could 
be taken by the king from the place in which he 
was encamped and crops in the field might be 
utilized by him or burnt down so that they might 
not be of service to the opponent. 

Booty appears to have been freely taken in 
, This comprised movables taken from the 
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enemy on the held of battle in the (murse M su#i 
warlike operations as the capture of a canap or 
the storming of a fort. The king had general 

control over all the spoils gained from the eimmy* 
He had the right of examination of the bc^ty 
secuied by his officers and soldiers; ^ the 
best part of the booty was to go to the shite. 
As regards the regulations on the subject, we 

find that chariots, horses, elephants, umbrellas, 
/ ' 

riches, grains, cows, women, stores, treasure 
(/tupya)f all these went to the captors. This. , 
implies that what was gained by the soldiery ^ 

to them. The Vedas lay down that the 

should have all that is best. He shoitlld 
among the soldiers the booty coli 
Gautama holds the view that 

to the king. On the 
has: ‘ Gold, silver and 

* iv. 7. 

- I , 
■ tfi A ■'l ■* 

^ ■js'f 
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who wins it.’ Women that were captured in the 
course of fighting were to be given chivalrous 
treatment, and were to be sent to their place 
under adequate protection. The king was to 
divide the spoils among his soldiers according to 
their efficiency in fighting. 

Enemy Property-—at Sea 

The enemy character of vessels was determined 
by their destination. Whether they be of friendly 
or of neutral states, if they were intended to afford 
help to the enemy they were liable to seizure. 
The Superintendent of Harbours, as the Artha- 

Ssstra ^ says, had the right to stop or detain 
merchantmen as well as enemy vessels to discover 
if these or the goods they carried were contraband. 
He could seize and destroy those ships that were 
passing by his harbour on their way to an enemy 
country. This right implied probably what in 
modern times is known as the ‘ right of search.’ 

^ Pirate vessels were liable to destruction. The 
term which denotes a pirate ship in the 

^ Gautama, x. 20-23; Mann, vii. 97. In the Vishiyu- 
stmM we read that a sixth part of the booty should go 
to tte king. Saered Books ol the East, xxxiii. 341. 

•H 
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Arth(Mstra is HimsrtkU. * Thus slips o£ piracy 

on the coasts and such of the vessels and the 
property they contained as were destined to a 
hostile country were liable to be searched and 
seized. What we know of the Malabar Coast frotn 
the Greek writers and from tradition bears out 
what we have just cited from the Sanskrit sources. 
Pliny notes that the seas here were infested with 
pirates, and Ptolemy describes the Ariake Andron 

Pdration as extending from Nitrias which Pliny 
places near Cranganore, as far north as Mandagara 
in the Canarese country. This part of the 
comprises what is known as 

the ^angem texts, of which E|imala in Ifeiih' 
Malabar was the capital. The custcm 
country was that all ships 
should be treated with dtw^^ 

I 

should not be made to s&Sk)t, 

interesting that such humn^ 
force even in a country 
hold of piracy. The 
was that as s^aip^ 

down by Kautilysi^ 
taken inhuman 

it'j 
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vessels not destined for their country, but driven 
ashore by stress of weather. 

A ship was allowed a reasonable period of stay 
in the harbour, after which she was sent away. 
In the case of vessels subjected to bad weather 
or troubled on the waters ‘ the Superintendent 
was to lend them the helping hand of a father.’ 
If the weather cleared up and danger was over 
they were allowed to set sail. ^ 

The principle of the restoration to the original 
owners of property recaptured at sea from the 
enemy was not altogether unknown. There is at 
least one instance of this. A^oka is said to have 
restored the property that had been recaptured 
from the pirates at sea to the respective owners.* 

The Purapp(yrulvenbUmS,lai^ a work probably of 
the Sangam age, contains elaborate rules regard¬ 
ing the military organization, the laws of war, 
and the instruments and methods of fighting 
among the ancient Tamils. The principles of 
warfare evident in the first eight chapters of the 
v^prk are noteworthy as being in some respects 

* Arthaiastra, p. 126. m 

. * ■BifdA^diiSvadihta Kcdpalatii of Eshemendta' 
in R. E. Indian SMpping, pp. 113-1^ , 
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similar to those in acceptance among the nations 
of North India.* We read that cattle-lifting was' 
one of the causes of war. The Tamils under¬ 
stood well the horrors of war, and warfare was 
not commenced unless they were forced to. it. 
The various divisions of the army are described, 
besides banners and drums, swords and spears, 
bows and arrows. ‘Warriors perish not; they 
acquire undying fame, though they lay ^wn 
their lives in the battle-field.’ The South Indian 
peoples knew the methods of besieging a fort|e$s, 
as well as of fighting in open plain. Spies in 
are mentioned. Devastation of whole region^ 
was not unknown. After the war the spoils 
distributed by the king among the sue 
soldiers according to their merit. Tho 
vanquished enemy was compelled Ip 
to the conqueror, some of the 
;hat characterized conquests m 
m evidence among Sooth Ij^dit^^ 

''t. " 
*'• < l5 i isMm 

f/ 

. ^ The first two chapters deal 
^ catfiie, and the preliminaries h 
hird and the fourth desorfi>e ^ 
memy territory with the am^ i 
:<m^old divisieme. Cb 
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CHAPTER IX 

Termination of War 

Wars were brought to an end when the bellige¬ 
rent states had achieved their end by treaty or one 
of them had been completely subjugated. They 
generally resulted in the conquest and acquisition 

the territory invaded. A treaty of peace put 
an end to the dispute between the contracting 
states, and when peace was concluded, it was 
tinderstood that hostilities should not be resumed 
for the old purpose. The results * aimed at in 
war were increase of territory, acquisition d 

allies and the gain of treasure. The warrii^ 
states that had concluded the treaty became allies 
and continued their peaceful intercourse. The 
^sation of war revived in general all the private 

that the b^QIg^rent states had exercised in 
The restrictions imposed on them 

removed, and; 
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there could be ‘ the relation o£ debtor and creditor 
> ■ 

between the conquerors and the conquered. * 

Peace 

The circumstances under which a king poight 
sue for peace are clearly set forth in the A*tha^ 

^trcu'' Before a peace is agreed upoh, the 
hostile kings should consider well the issues 

. > • 

which actuate the desire for peace on either side, 
and enter into the agreement only if it be produC;; 
tive of good results. But a king who had 
beaten and whose resources were getting 
ed is advised to seek peace lest he 
more, and ‘ whoever has reason to 
course of time his loss may be kss 
contrasted with that of his 
his temporary humiliation.^ 
to conclude peace as sq^: 
achieving the ends they 
they found that 
in equal time, pea^ 
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condition resulted when no party could claim to 
have definitely beaten the other. This rule 
applied to kings who were ‘deteriorating’ as well 
as to those that were in a ‘ stationary ’ condition. * 

Kaufilya considers only that as peace {Sandhi) 

in which the profit that accrued to the contracting 
parties whether of similar, superior or inferior 
power, was equal to both alike. * In other words, 
Stm^i was treaty on equal terms. When the 
terms of the contract were unequal and when one 
cd the parties got an advantage over the other, 
ttee was defeat for the latter {vikrama). In this 
lie Imve the fundamental point of distinction 
between sama and ktm Sandhi. 

Charactmsiics of Troatm of Peace 

A treaty has b^en defined as what bound 
sovereigns in faith to one another. ® The move* 
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ments by which two powerful foes became £riea<My 
constituted peace. * A treaty generally depetifled 
for its observance on the sworn word of honour 
(saiyaSapatha). Securities {praiidABk) and host¬ 
ages (praUgraka) were demanded in ca^ of 
doubtful intention.® As we see from the^iftiSm- 

sureties were demanded according to the 
strength of the adversary. Sometimes a ki^g 
had to bind himself to do some service and even to 
part with his children, wealth and property. 
Ascetics and nobles were demanded as securitieur. 
to avoid the breach of treaty obligprftma. 
cases where there was the fear of 4 
honesty, one party exacted from 
oath by fire, water or the sword. 

' &ukrm&ii^ iv« 7. 235. 

I ty %fT 

^ Arikaiastm, p. 311 
»iv. 1. 242 
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to the older teachers, says Kautilya,‘ a treaty 
q£ the second and third classes was considered 
stable (stkSmra), while one of honour was unsta¬ 
ble {ekaia). The Sukrmtti lays down that with¬ 
out sureties there could be no (good) form of 
i^preement* Kau^ilya, however, holds the view 
that a treaty depending on miycdapatha was more 
permanent, for it was helpful not only on this 
earth but in the world beyond, unlike the latter 
which served only worldly ends.® 

Dumtim of Treaties 

A treaty was in force until the object for which 
it was made had been realized and the conditions 
steted therein had been fulfilled. In alliances 
and treaties between unequal powers, the weaker 
stales were placed in a less advantageous position 
and, if there was a breach of the terms, they had 

heavier penalties. Violation of treaty 
isifioved one of the causes of war. The 

r iitie aot jstelv incurred the odium hi' 
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being untrue to its word, the most serious 
tion uf the DAarma and therefore a great atagma 
that it was net satyawata, but was blotted oat 
of existence by a combination of ^ ot^ 
powers to protect the cause of 
Securities were considered necessary, lof, a$ 
Kautilya * observes with his usual shrewdness, 
the state whose power was rapidly increaring 

might at any time break the terms of 
ment. In this connection we are remised bt 
the spirit with which agreements and trea^ 
been safeguarded by sonae erf risfi; 
nations of to-day. It is a sad 
high sounding guarantees of 
should be regarded as no 

scraps of paper 
observance is most 
breach erf the 
rare in ancient 
depending Oa 
money, 
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involving too much strain on the resources of the 
weaker state, the promise was likely to remain un¬ 
fulfilled. In these cases a reasonable extension of 
time was allowed. There was next the possibility 
of the evasion of the terms of the agreement, under 
the ‘ plea of loss of results from works undertaken. ’ * 

Kinds of Treaties 

We have now to note the various kinds of 
treaties that terminated wars in India. Kautilya* 
mentions quite a large number of them. They 
have been roughly classified under:— 

(1) Dan4^pancUa—offering the army, 
(2) Kd'sTSpanaia— ,, treasure, 
(3) DWipanata— „ territory, 
(4) Suvanm—amicably settled peace with 

honour. 
(i) Under Dawfdpaimta are mentioned:— 

(a) Atmsmiska.—‘ Agreement on the 
understanding that with a section of the army 

* ^rtkcdjesira, p. 269. 
^ pp. 268 and 269. In the Komaifdaktya mention 

oi sixteen kinds of treaties;— 
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or with the flower o£ his troops the sovereign 
should surrender himself.’ 

(^) PurushSntaya»—‘ That made on the 
condition that the commander of the army and 
the crown prince should present themselves/ 
This did not require the attendance Pf the 

jt. WJkJU.."* - Vj }t 

king. 
(c) Adrish^purusha.—* The one road® 

the agreement that the king or some ofte 
deputed by him should march with the arflog? ^ 

sQine fixed place as required.’ This form 
conducive to the safety of the king and the 

(a) Under K^iSpcmcUa are 
(a) Parikraya.—‘ When by th® 

wealth the rest of the elements of sp 
saved.’ 

(^) Upagraka,'—‘When 
by offer of money which cod 
on one’s shoulders.’ (*S>li 

(i) Kapnla,^^ 
amount of money 

(3) IMfpamm 

l^ads;-* 
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(c) Ava^raya.—* By which the land is set 
free on the understanding that the yield will be 
made over to the conqueror.’ 

{d) Paribhmhana.—‘ Agreement to pay 
more than the land could yield.’ 

(4) Suvarm.—‘ When between the parties 
making the treaty there is the amicable union of 
hearts.’ 

Suvar^ was in all respects the most desirable 
form of peace-making. Whereas the other forms 
depended on promises to cede wealth, land or 
forces, in the last the cessation of hostilities 
depended merely on the word of honour of both 
the parties. 

'i!' I 

Temporary Cessation of Hostilities 

Before war was formally brought to a close by 
conquest or by treaty, provision was made for 
temporary cessation of hostilities, corresponding 
id truces and armistices. When the belligerents 

exhausted and felt they could not continue 
fighting, there was the laying down of 

0 fighting to be resumed later.* This 

__ 
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state was known as sand/Utya Asam or truce. 
The agreement in the course of fighting tempo¬ 
rarily to refrain from causing injuries to each 
other was known as AdrJJha (armistice). These 
meant abstention from acts of war and might be 
taken to be preliminary to the final peace. 

Congtttsi , 

Conquest is the permanent absorption (4 
or part of the territory of a defeated 
Kautilya * divides conquerors under three 
(i) ;*w/ (a) greedy (3) demonHke, The just 
queror was satisfied with mere allegiaodis^ 
greedy had an eye solely on profit in 
money; and the last was not 
submission, or even with titie su 
and property but wanted to tint# ;ii 
life of the enemy. But the 
has laid down, i^preeab^ 
other lawgivers disclose 

' V 

‘ Suktwaa, 
that Indra killed Vtl^ 
ieya, hr. 53. 
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of humanity and kindness that should characterize 
all conquests. 

The conquest of a country resulted in the reduc¬ 
tion of its population to the position of subjects of 
the conqueror, but the latter had to identify his 
own prosperity with that of the people conquered 
always holding Dharma in high esteem.^ 

After conquest the king is advised to realize 
the revenues, satisfy the subjects and protectthem 
like children; ® worship the gods, honour 
righteous Brahma^as, grant exemptions and pro¬ 
claim safety and security to the new subjects. 
‘ Let him make the lawful customs of the 

^ Artkailistra, p. 407. The following extracts on the 
treatment of the borderers from the Edict of Afoka are 
interesting in this connection:— 

* If yon ask, “ with regard to the unsubdued borderers 
what is the king’s commands to us ? or what truth it is 
that I desire the borderers to grasp,” the answer is that 
the king desires that they should not be afraid of me, 

they should trust me and should receive from me 
iiairpiness and not sorrow.’ Moreover they should 

the truth that ‘ the king will bear patiently with us 
it is possible to bear with us.’ Now you, 

accordingly, must do your work, and must make 
trust me and grasp the truth that ‘ the king 

Cfen as a father; he loves us even as he loves 
-,We sa®. to the king even as his children.’ 
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inhabitants * of the conquered places authdiife- 
tive ‘ He shall not suppress the established laws 
and usage, for, only if the conqueror is just and 
perseveres with the policy of reconciliation will 
his new subjects be loyal He should replace 
the enemy s vices by his own virtues, and imp^reve 
upon his example in all things good and great, 
by strictly observing his own duties, attending to 
his work, granting rewards, remitting taxes, itod 
bestowing honours on those that deserved thenu 
He should be led by the friends and lesders of Sie 
people, and adopt the same mode of life, the 
dress, language and customs as those of the 
quered. He should, as A^oka proclair^ 
edicts, show large-hearted religious to]^ " * 

^ Manumriit, viL 201. 

tor 

Romaymsia: Aranya EimJa, ^ 

* AfiAaMbira, p. 311. 
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unlike A^6ka, * desist from interference in their 
national, religious and social festivals and amuse¬ 
ments. Having abolished the customs which 
might be either unlawful or injurious to the 
growth of his revenue and his army he should 
establish righteous transactions. * He should 

* The reference is to Rock Edict, ix. 
■ The whole section bearing on the subject of 

conquest may be quoted from Kautilya in full. Artha- 
Smira^ KP. 406-7. 
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observe the local customs, laws and practices in 
the conquered kingdom * of course keeping m 
mind that it would be a loss to him if he undertoc^ 
work which might be expensive but not productive 
of greater profit and power for himself.* 

Treatment of Persons in Conquered Terrkorf 

The conqueror should never covet the 
property, sons and wives of those slain 
him, but should reinstate in their own 

v.i. r 
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relatives of the fallen.* He should instal 
in the kinjgdoni the heir apparent of the previous 
king, as otherwise the neighbours and ministers 
of the state might be driven to appeal for help 
to the ‘ circle of states * Princes deprived of 
their land and title should be continued in their 
places if they be well-behaved, but punished if 
wicked.® He should continue the old form of 
government to which the people had been for 
lc«ig accustomed. In case there be the possibility 
of the old kingly line becoming extinct he might 
bring one from a royal family elsewhere. If the 
dispossessed sovereign was found unfit to rule 
or for other reasons could not be reinstated, he 
was to be given liberal pension, in keeping with 
his royal state. In order that the old king may 
continue with Ids honours and dignity he should 
be given a fidr amount for his maintenance; half 

* AHkafmiyu, p. 310, gcTPT 

I ^ tniq 1 

»iii* 30. AriAa^asira^ op. cii.^ p, 311. 
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it might go to the crown prince; a > 

to the queen; a fourth to each of the other 
princes if well-behaved, but only a thirty-second 
part if ill-behaved; and the rest might be enfoyed 
by the conqueror himself.^ He should fut0 
the promises that he may have made in the 
course of the war, and give rewards to thc^ 
deserted the enemy for his cause-^ He 
also administer just laws, and publish the 
for which he might punish his people. 
not levy illegal taxes but continue the.o^ .|9!^:l^ 
mary ones, and remit those that may be,CO|i^|i|:^^ 
burdensome. Such measures ought tohed^Sf^^ 
as would ensure the people the secusitsr.jii^iai||p^W 
and property. Prisoners of war 
free, for the condition ci war 
conqueror ought to exercise a 
interference’ to relieve the.. 

iv. 7. 3^-dS. 
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and the oppressed. * He should introduce order 
and settlement in the conquered territory without 
giving rise to discontent or dissatisfaction. He 
should ensure the safety of his own position, get 
rid of malcontents by judicious treatment, and 
by a policy of conciliation engender a sentiment 
of loyalty to himself, his sons and grandsons.® 
Like a father he should protect those who were 
promised security from fear, and punish the guilty 
after due investigation. Learned men, orators, 
charitable and valiant people should be favoured 
with gifts of land, money and remission of taxes. 
Undesirable elements in the population should not 
be kept in the same place and for a long period of 
time. Thieving classes, dacoits and barbarians 
should be forced to leave their habitations, scat¬ 
tered far and wide, and subjected to close 
surveillance. Such of the enemy officers as were 
in charge of the forts, the army, and the rural 
ttacte. 

'“Sfei I ) 

and one’s own ministers and priests 
to be in conspiracy with the enemy, 
also be segregated and kept in distant and 

c the. MmdrOf^kasa we read that prisoners were 
after conqttesta were effected ttjr 
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diflFerent places. The newly acquired tenitory 
was also made the habitation of renegades* 
discontented people and conspirators, who were 
compelled to reside in remote comers. The 
territory conquered served therefore as a kind 
of penal settlement. Members of ih.e enemy’s 
family capable of wresting the conquered teiriloiy 
should be provided with a sterile portion 
or with a fourth part of the fertile tract, on 
tion of their agreeing to give a large amom^ 
tribute and a fixed number of troops. Tht 
was that in raising these they might in<^ 

» ,» * I , 

He should secure his own position by 
and fKKUt formidable membera of 
family from becoming rebellious arid 
In all disputes the conqueror is 
the weaker party with men and 
strong, so that he might ir^Tidii^ 
the populace. Severe penal^es 
treachery to sideguard 
revolt or betrayal.^ 

^ Anthoritfes for 
qtMed in note 2, £>. 

Arih«iaxtrs^ "apt 
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The Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudra" 
gupta shows how far these rules were in actual 
observance. Harisena tells us that the fallen 
families were re-established on the throne, and 
that the treatment of the conquered varied in 
different cases. The kings of Dokskiitapatha 
were * captured and liberated ’; the ‘ forest kings ’ 
were ‘ violently exterminated ’ and impressed into 
the service of the emperor; the frontier kings 
tocdc the oath of fealty, paid tributes, and carried 
out orders, by which the emperor was ‘fully 
gratified ‘; and even the foreign dynasties in 
India had their ruling chieftains restored when 
they surrendered, and the imperial flag flew 
in their dominions. 

Treatment of Conquered Property 

The treatment of property in the conquered 
territory is also seen to depend on the same 

of benevolence and justice. Ordin* 
the conqueror had only the right of the 

of immovable property, and he was 
religious institutions and works 

■ “He was allowed the right to enjoy 
ifliiS en^''''4^’. I^e new kingdom, to impate' 

.■pte^peopie and 'remit undesirai 
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ones. ‘ The instance cited in the 
will be enough to show that the spoliation o£ tbe 
oew kingdom brought on with it several evil 
consequences. Pratarddana left the land of the 
conquered kingdom untouched, and he was the 
type of a righteous conqueror. On tbe Otheat 
hand, Divodasa brought away with him tliii 

■ ' 4^ **, 

he could lay his hands upon,’ and he 
did not deserve to be ranked with the ' 
Similarly, as regards permanent 
conquered country we read that ' the 
should not demolish the forts or gpa 
Temples and other religious 
to be left untouched.’ 

^ iv. 7. 373. 

■Pifeiw % 
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> In India the position of tihe 

imaSected by conquest. The ^ 
not seised and divided aaJSOE^ 
conqueror was satisfied WMh fit! 
had faUeu to him. Whera^ 
Romans and the mediaevt^ 
the reduodou of the 
t&m of villeins and 
the peasants were 
liehts and ailoWt 
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The case was however different with regard to 
movable property. The conqueror had the right 
to the revenues that accrued from land as well as 
the other property of the state. He had full 

powers over movable property. And we read 
in MmusmriH *;—The seizure of desirable 
property and its proper distribution are both re¬ 
commended, for, though the former may cause 
displeasure, the latter is bound to produce 
joy. The conqueror is permitted to have all 
the produce of the mines, ^ and appropriate 
the curiosities and merchandise peculiar to his 
enemy’s country and unknown elsewhere. * 

itj 

* vh. 204. 
* FisA^usmtlfy', Hi. 35. 

* AHAasiUim, p. 3S3. SfT qatWHffRf IIWW 
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CHAPTER X 

Neutrauty 

‘ It deserves to be remiarked,’ says Wheaton,* 
* that there are no words in the Greek or the Latin 
language which precisely answer to the English 
expressions, neutral and neutrality. The cause 
of this deficiency is obvious. (According to the 
laws of war, observed even by the most dviliz^ 
nations of antiquity, the right of a 
remain at peace, while her neighbours 
engaged in war, was not admitted to 
who was not an ally was an 
intermediate relation was known 
been invented to express such 

« 

be held that the above 
applicable to ancient Indla^ 
true that as in Greece or 
ate relation was knowh.^ 
the conception of 
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that in our land ‘ there are no words which 
precisely answer to the English expressions 
neutral and neutrality.’ Of the various attitudes 
of a king Asana is recognized by Kautilya to 
denote the state of being a neutral, and terms are 
not wanting in ancient Indian literature to denote 
what corresponds to a neutral king,—Madhyama 
and Udsstm. * It is true, however, that neutrality 
is not treated as a special department of statecraft 
in the same manner as war, peace, or diplomacy. 
It was not a common attitude, and hence the 
regulations about neutrality are rare. The only 
writer who deals with the subject at any length is 
Kautilya. 

The causes for the absence of elaborate rules 
regarding neutral states are obvious. Wars in 
ancient India were commenced only on reasonable 
and sufficient grounds and only after all the 
other expedients of suma, dWna and bhMa had 
proved futile. The violation of Dharma was a 

.'4' 

,1# 

* UiSSim is neutral and there is only a shade, of' 
(tehee between (/dasfm and Madhyama in the Artha^ 

6ee also MatmsmrUi, vii. 155 and 158. 
bontetupt with whidh the ancient Indians looked 

nent^ rights is in evidence in the 
Vaii and RSma. Vali says:*^ 

Rl^aya^ '. Kish- 
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serious crime, and i£ one of the belligerent stabts 
had transgressed the general rules of righteous 
conduct, it was looked down upon by others as 
deserving destruction. Where, however, it wss 
deemed that the acts of both the belligereabs 
could be justified, all the other states ranged 
themselves with the one or the other. Hends, 
only two attitudes are fngumtly met vritibu 

From the account given by Kau^lya^ 
description, the rights and obligatiotis 5^ 
Madkyama and UdBAna we are 
ringuish clearly between these two 
kings. 

Udltsina and Madkymim 

UdSstna has been thus defined 
* He who is situated beyond the 
(d the kings, viz., Ari^ 
who is very powerful and iin|| 
the enemy, the conqueror 
king, jointly or severally, or 
them individually, is a 
»' 

AriAoiasim, pp. 
p.2S^ 
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Elsewhere he says: ‘ indifference is neutrality ’ * 
and it is an attitude assumed by a king who thinks, 
‘ My enemy cannot hurt me, nor am I strong 
enough to destroy my enemy.’ It is thus seen 
that the UdMslna king was outside the pale of 
* enemy,’ ‘ conqueror ’ and Madhyama. He may 
have the strength to help or resist any of these, 
but the essential feature of his position lay in 
abstinence from hostilities. Thirdly, it becomes 
clear from the above description that it was safe 
for one who was not sufficiently powerful as 
compared to any of the belligerent nations, to 
assume the ‘ neutral ’ attitude. 

A Madhyama king, according to Kautilya, ^ 
was in a position to afford help to both the belli¬ 
gerents, or dissuade one of them from invasion. 
* The conduct of the Madhyama explains that of 
the Udmnay ^ and apparently there was only 
a slight difference between them. The term 
Madhyama is, however, to be distinguished from 

^AHhcdastra, p. 261. “ fWt # 
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UdssHnat for the latter is not included in any of the 
three categories of kings Ari, Mitra and 
Madhyama. In fact, the word indicates an attitude 
of passive indifference to hostilities; while the 
Mad/iyama^ was interested in both the belli¬ 
gerents and might contemplate active intervention, 
not, of course, to the benefit or injury of any of 
the belligerents, but to bring about, if possible, 
the cessation of hostilities. He might act as the 
‘mediator.’ Again, it is interesting to observe 
that the invasion of a Madhyama king’s territory 
was allowed under certain circumstances, while 
the very condition of neutrality of the UdssHna 
entitled him ordinarily to immunities from the 
injuries of war. For we find, ‘ If the circle of 
states is favourable to the cause of a conqueror, 
then he may aggrandize himself by putting down 
the Madhyama^' This shows that the action 
against the Madhyama was generally looked upon 
as an act of aggrandizement.^ 

Next, the circumstances in which a king was 
classified as an Uds^iia or a Madhyama indicate 

‘ The sense is brougfht out dearly hy ^ankarain his 
commentary on the Bhagamt Gita (vi. 9). 
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to us another point of difference between the two. 
‘ If a king thinks, “Neither is my enemy strong 
enough to destroy my works nor am I his; or if 
he comes to fight with me like a dog with a boar, 
I can increase his afflictions without incurring 
any loss in my own work, ’ ’ then he may observe 
neutrality.’ ^ This implies that neutrality is a 
policy of non-intervention imposed upon himself 
by the ruler in question, even though, as the 
above statement indicates, he may be more power¬ 
ful than his enemy. Abstention from hostilities 
is thus an essential feature of an Udaslna. 

It is not necessarily a characteristic of the 
MaMyama, for the possibility is shown of his 
becoming too strong and aggressive and preparing 
himself for hostilities; for we find it stated:— 
‘ This Madhyama king has grown haughty and is 
aiming at our destruction. Let us therefore com¬ 
bine and interrupt his march 'd In the above the 
condition is suggested that the Madhyama was 
not to grow beyond certain limits, and his immu¬ 
nity vanished when he had grown formidable 
and aggressive. Lastly, unlike the case of the 

^ ArthaiOstra, p. 264. 

* Ibid., p. 316. gifqfi if: 
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Udu^na whose attitude was held to be one of 
absolute indifference, it is specially stated with 
reference to the Madhyama that he was expected 
to treat both the belligerents on equal terms and 
only if ‘ he shows equal favour to both parties is 
the king advised to be friendly with him * 
The Udusltm on the other hand should always 
observe neutrality, when, either in peace or in war 
he finds neither loss to others nor gain to himself.® 

Would the above discussion lend itself to the 
view that by an Udustna Kautilya meant a neutral 
king, while the term Madftyama, to put it in the 
modern technical language, referred to a king 
whose state was ‘neutralized’ permanently or 
temporarily ? Perhaps, the best instance of the 
latter conception is found in the part played by 
Balarama in the McdiSiMrata. 

Aspects of Neutrality 

Neutrality {Asand)^ says the Sukrai^ti^ is 
‘ the attitude by which a king by being indifferent 

^ Artkotasira, p. 315. 

* md., p. 264. 

» iv. 7. 237. 
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affords protection to himself, as well as brings 
about the destruction of the enemy.’ It is 

suggested that a king should assume the position 

of a neutral, not only because he was unaffected 
by the course of the war, but that he might not 

strain his resources by unnecessarily engaging in 
hostilities. Especially was it advisable when 
there was the hope for him that, the odds 
being great against his own rival, there was 

fair chance of his being defeated even without 
his interference. A neutral king was thus to 
abstain from all acts of warfare, as a matter of 
policy. 

But the indifference and abstention mig-ht be 
due to different causes. A king might be power¬ 
ful enough to enter into the war, and change the 
course of hostilities; yet he might adopt a 
neutral policy, for he might feel that his fortune 
would be unaffected by the war. Or, a king 
too weak fearing the destruction of his own 
resources might not be prepared to entangle 
himself, and so might be a neutral. 

Four main classes of neutrals appear to be in 
evidence in the MaMdMraiaJ These were 

^ I am indebted for this suggestion to Mr. Mitra’s 
' War Philosophy—Ancient and Modem ’ in the Hibbert 
Journal for 1916. See ArthaSustra, pp. 270-71. 
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actuated by different motives, and the neutrality 
was due to different causes : 

(1) Neutrals whose position could not but 

be affected by the course and results of the war. 
(2) Neutrals whose fortunes were practically 

unaffected by the course of the struggle. 
(3) Neutrals who might be affected by the war, 

and who could, if they chose, change the course 
of the war by manipulating economic forces, etc. 

(4) Neutrals who were powerless to enter 
into the war, though their fortunes might be 
affected by the war. 

Corresponding to the various motives that lead 

to neutrality, we have different aspects of non¬ 
intervention. The following ‘ are mentioned 
by Kautilya:— SfhHiia (keeping quiet), Asana 
(withdrawal from hostilities) and UpSkskaam 
(negligence). SthUmi was the status quo ante kept 
by a ruler who did not want his position to 
ae affected in the course of belligerency. When 
•he king kept quiet maintaining one fixed 
ine of policy there was the Sthwna aspect. * 
^sam was neutrality proper. There was here 

:he ‘ withdrawal from hostilities,’ in one’s 

* Arikaslisiraf p* 270. 
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interest. It may be that by interfering in the 
war the neutral king might change the fortunes of 
the parties. But he preferred to be indifferent, for, 

by such attitude, his interests were safeguarded. 
It would be inadvisable for a king to launch into 
war when he found that even otherwise there 
was chance of his purpose being achieved, 

UpHkshana meant taking no steps to safeguard 

one’s position against the enemy. Such negli¬ 
gence would, no doubt, entail discomfiture and 
defeat at the hands of the foe. It was an unpar¬ 
donable offence on the part of a true Kshatriya, 
and would only argue that he was too weak and 
depended on the mercy of others for continuing 
with his integrity and independence. 'J'his is 

simply despicable, being the mark of a coward. 
It is apparent from the above classification 

that SthUna and UpIksJiana were undesirable 
aspects of Asana. The former is unhealthy in 
any progressive state; and the latter is to be 
avoided in all cases by a valorous Kshatriya king. 

Neutral Rights and Obligations 

The claim of every nation to continue with its 
rights of sovereignty in peace could not ordin¬ 
arily be questioned. The general rights and 
duties in times of peace are found applicable to 

I TRV'iH 
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neutral states in a fierititl of war. They were 

allowed to enjoy those privileges in relation to 
independence, jurisclirtion, etpiality, propertvand 

diplomacy which have been tlealt with in the 
chapters on pea<H>. lJut the fact should not be 
lost sight of that the nculral might not be wholly 

unaffected by the course of hostilities. It is true 
that the attitude of the tUmna meant that the 

particular king was practically unconcerned with 
the war. 1 he justice or injustice of the hostile 

operations should not in virtue of his position as 
neutral alter his attitude; for, otherwise, he would 

become an ally of one of the belligerents. But 
1 IS not impossible—with whatever care he might 
use his rights and under whatever restrictions— 
that m the exercise of his powers as a neutral, his 
interests might incidentally come into conflict 
with those of the belligerents. Even in matters 
that had no direct bearing on the war, for instance* 
the conduct of trade with other nations or die 
manipulation of economic forces, it might so 
happen that it was not always possible for the 
neutral to be altogether impartial. Aj^solute . 
neutrality is more or less an ideal concepd^ 
Again, a neutral might be prepared 
though he should abstain from hosdlitie& 
neutral position would coste to aa aoiil 
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the neutral had begun to arm himself and cast in 
his lot with one of the belligerents. He might 
assume the attitude of an ‘ armed neutral ’ ready 
at an opportune moment to enter into the war 
and change if possible the fortune of the hostile 
parties. Preparedness for fighting alone was not 
enough for the recognition of belligerency. In 
fact, ‘ armed neutrality ’ was not uncommon, for 
we read that a neutral may be prepared and yet 

keep quiet. * 
A good instance in point is the position of the 

Kadamba king Kakutstha Varman as evident 

from the Talagunda pillar inscription. He is 
described as possessing the three-fold prowess, 
but yet as maintaining neutrality and on that 
account feared by mighty neighbours.^ 

q«q qr ePTf<q ** ciefr 

ST^cl t ArihaiiUtm^ p. 270. 

§qq>Ji; QFFcf^trm: I 
sjl C\ 

Epigraphia Indicm^ vol* vii, No* S. 1, 13. 
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' Cmdraltauti' 

Under ordinary nirtnimstanres, the neutral was 
allowed to deal in mcrrhantlisc of general use. 
This trade could not he prohihitetl by the Ijellige* 
rents; but the carriage' of such of the articles as 
might prove to help on the i>rogrcss of one of the 
parties had certainly to he ctinsidcrcd as falling 
under the * rule of contraband.' The belligerents 
should be allowed the power to deal with such of 
the neutral goods ns might be considered * contra¬ 
band of war.’ The characteristics which deter¬ 
mined contraband in ancient India were the quality 
of the goods and the nature of their destination. * 
Goods that were styled as ytrupifshaksk, i«e.> 
those that went to increase the strength of the 
enemy were classified as contraband. * 

In this class were included food, fodder and 
provisions. The seizure of them is advised that 
they might not serve to add to the resources^ of 
the enemy or enable him to prolong the duraticwi 
of hostilities. Thus, among the various article® 
of contraband which were liable to seiaure wiere 

* See suprut chap. iii. and ii* * 

* iv. 7. 286. ^ ^ 
C 
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food, fodder, water, fuel and other goods that 
might prove useful to the enemy. In the Artha- 

'sEstra it is stated that those that were suspected 
of carrying weapons and explosives should be 
arrested, for these articles were contraband to the 
full.* From this it is clear that the neutral trade 
in certain commodities with either of the enemies 
might be construed as violating the rules of 
neutrality, and thus be liable to be stopped. 

A second characteristic that determined con¬ 
traband goods was their destination. Goods 
and convoys that proceeded to the camp of the 
enemy were liable to seizure. Enemy destination 
was the test of enemy character. The same rule 
held good in the case of sea-borne goods. In 
the Kautiltya the officer in charge of the harbours 
is endowed with power to seize or destroy 
such of the goods as were being carried to a 
hostile country. Under ordinary circumstances, 
the ships of neutrals were subject to the duties 
and privileges that pertained to them in times 
of peace. As regards the relation of the goods 
to the ships that conveyed them, it may be 
held that the principle of ‘ enemy ships, enemy 

‘ .. 
Os 

ArthaSdstra^ p. 127. 
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goods,’ was applicable in ancient India though 

not its counterpart ‘ free ships, free goods.’ 
Generally, if the ship was hostile the cargo also 

was hostile. 

Neutral Vessels 

Neutral vessels were allt»wed a .stipulated period 

of stay in the harbour, and allowed .some privileges 
as they were subject to certain responsibilities. 
They weri! liable to !h‘ searched and to be des¬ 

troyed, if they were discovered to contain cargo 
destined to an enemy post. The following rules * 
are noteworthy rogai-ding the conduct of ships, 

the tolls they had to p.ny, their rights and duties, 
and their liability for seizure and destruction:— 

‘ Arihaiosira, pp. J2<?' 2B. 

girraldar: i *3 

3ifii?i^qrfaqr; qoqqwwrfttorfaqiw i 

..• 
•v 

gRPfSqiff qvq 8I5TIWR* fI 

cpq«w«rqT9ir«r^ i 

igqraf^ejf !rt t 
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The Superintendent of ships had to observe 
the regulations prevalent in trading towns as well 

as the orders of the Superintendent of port towns. 
All ships that passed along the coasts and alight¬ 
ed at harbours were to pay tolls. Pirate ships 

were to be seized and destroyed. The same 
treatment was to be meted out to ships that were 
destined to a hostile country and to those that 

violated the rules in sea-port towns. Persons 
known to convey a secret mission or carry 
weapons or explosives should be arrested by the 
Port officers. The cargo of merchantmen that 
did not put on their peculiar ensign or flag was 

to be seized, but ships that were spoilt by water 
were to be allowed some concession in customs 
duties. They were to be permitted to set sail 
when the sea was calm and the weather had 
cleared up. Vessels that were drifted ashore by 
storms on the sea were to be treated by the 
Superintendent of ships with paternal care and 

affection. 
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national Law, 5, 6, 9,10 
Limitations of states regarding 

independence, etc., 48ft. 

Madhyama, 
Defined, 33, 187, 188 
Contrasted with Udasfm, 33. 

187, 18B 
Rights and obligations of. 

188,189 
Invasion allowed of the terri¬ 

tory of, 190 
To denote * neutralized ’ 

king, 191 
MMjampad&hf 8,57 
MaharSshfra country, 

Yuan Chwang on warfare in. 
117 

Defined, 32 
A unit for international law, 

71, 91, 92, 18S 
Kings under, 91, 92, 186 
Relationships in, 92, 185, 

186 
Matrimonial alliances (vai- 

vMka saml^andha)^ 104ft* 
* Message carriers ^ {S&sam 

hara), the last class of diplo¬ 
matic agents, 72 

In AIdka Edicts, 73 
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Pitfaoos a»* ?r» 
Tinted iw 

140, J57 ^ ^ 
'Military codim HUviriu 

India, 147 

Nations in Indln, f^fl. 
Nation, 

Definition hy Kidgwi«.K ft. 
6 

NeutraJiacd persims in wnr* 
30.31, IS7. 153 

Neutralised |ir«»pcriv in unr, 
30.31, iSH, I5SI 

Neutrality 
One of the aspecth In fMri'ign 

policy, 34, iHti 
Teraia to demite, IH5, HU 
A rare attitmic, Wi 
Aspects of, 297. 193 
Kinds of, in tlir MtAif 

Mttt/a, 193 
Motives leading to, 193 
Rights aodohligatintis }Miiler4 

104,195 
Indi^reoce is, IHH 
When to otmerve, IP9, 191 
la abstention from hoMtiilUes, 

190,192 
Cessation of the attitiule of, 

J95, 199 
Neutrals, 

Kinds of, 193 
Treatment of, 194,195 

Neutral vessels In the Ariim* 
tMm, 5S, 56,109, 109, 200 
Privllegea of, $5,56, 200 
Duties of, 43,169, 200 

News carries in AiOki Edict, 
73 

No»**comfeatattts, 
Megasthenei on, 17,155 
Rignts in war of, 255,156 
Person nod property of, 156, 

257 
Immuaitlu of, 182,18S. 187 
R«1m reiCMYliBg.lSt, IM, 187 

To tend Mck and wounded, 
155 

ttjitii. 
Anrof tiiriH** drt»enfllng i»f», 
KiutU of. 105, lOfi. 107 
ni fi Ving Ui Ihr 

57 
In ilir ^IAf^i}54ilre/a. 46 

t fd n Hfate imHer 
tniti n.r. I’ll’., I7M. 

A «»nnfrr iif J«w, Hi 

(teitrtid rights and otdlga 
timifi III, m 

Host oral ion of brokooi 101 
CifCMinstancts for, 165 
In the 26$, 

I Iif I 
Kinds of. 170, 171 
Treaties of, 170, 271 
Htnble and onstable, 166 

Higeons, 
As * news carriem,* 78 

Pirate vessels (MmirMU 
Treatment in the AfikuMiim 

of, 46. 161, 200 
Plenipotentiary. 71 
Political morality amoM Hit 

non*Aryite advaneed, 9^ 
Political isnU, 

Different In dtffsfiit 
20.21 i 

Aryan and non-Aryan, 23 
Priaoners, 

• eOJMMfXyi 
CkHunmi riifift ami 

tiesa m, 
'48 '?*, 

jsysiwisaiiSH6a& TlWatmtOS Ok iglPwiPit gfc-am , s'.-' 

Chuufav,^ 
Oraol oi 
XfiNIe'" 
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Mftz, 
Bvolution of, 61 
Kind» of, 60, 61 

Remission of tas:es in con¬ 
quered territory, 17vS, 171), IBO 

Renegades, 
Treatment of, 180, 181 

Requisites of success in war¬ 
fare, 113,114 

Restoration of conquered pro¬ 
perty by ASdka, 162 

Results of war uncertain, 119 
Revenues in conquered terri¬ 

tory, 174,176, 179 
Enjoyed by the contjueror, 

182,184 
Rights of states under Indepen¬ 

dence, etc», 39ff. 
Rights of neutrals, 194,195 
Royal proclamations in the 

Edicts of ASdka, 41 

Sacred laws, 
Theory vs. practice in, 

Sacrifices, 
Performance of, a criterion of 

the title to kingship, 61, 
63 

Secret service, (See Espionage) 
Securities (praiidAUh), for trea¬ 

ties, 167 
Ships, 

Treatment in the /iriknmsira 
of, 43, 56,135, 137, 160,162, 
199, 200 
of piracy, 43, 161, 200 

Without ensigns and iags to 
be seteed, 138, 200 

To an enemy destination to 
be seised, 56, 138,160,199 

Duties of superintendents of, 
43, 56, 138, 200 

'Siege, 
Of a fortress, ISO 
Fire to be avoided in, 152 
Methods of, ISO 

'Sick and wounded in war, 
Treatment of, 154,155 
KauiMli^^ oti, 155 
Kmiees for, ISS 

SlU JL 

Exempted from severities of 
warfare, 154 

^Surgeon to treat, 155, 157 
SisAfScMra, 16 
Sixteen Great Powers, 8, 57 
Sources of law in India, 120*. 
South India, 

Kings of, 55, 60, 63, 95, 96, 
lOS, 161ff, 182, 196 

Kingdom in, 8, 18 
Mentioned by Punini, 8 
In the Afidka edicts, 8,18 
* Spheres of Influence^ in, 2B 
International rules in, IB, 19, 

55, 74, 78, 82, 83, 161, 162, 
163 

Sovereign states {Prakriii}^ 2S 
Sovereignty, 

Dermed, 1 
Kinds of, 20ar. 

* Snheres of Influence,^ 
Examples of, 25, 26 

vSpies (CMra)^ (See Espion 
age) 
In various guises, 73 
Importance to a state of, 74, 

I 75 
Administration of, 75 
Smith on. 76, 77 
(General duties of, 7$E. 
Duties In the Kufai of, 74 
Distinct from other diploma¬ 

tic agents, 72 
In tho 

73f 
Ah agents for rectifying 

faults of kings, 77 
In the 78 
To test purity of king\ 

servants, 77 
In war, 145, 146 

Spies in war, 1456f 
Death the general rule in 

regard to, 146 
States in India, 

Kinds of. 20ff. 
Boundaries of, 44f. 
Circle of, (See 32, 

71 
Success in warfare, 

Requisites of, 113, 114 
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nick misd wtiuiifli'd 
lo war, 155. 157 

Cf>iurA«i«d with Mtuik9§m^ 
$3,187.188 

RightM and datias of) 105 

TAXOftt . , * Romiaaiott in rtmiiticrati 
comstryol. 175. 17J» 

Temple* of Of«l, 
Exempt from thr eeveriUe* 

ofweifiirr, 157, 183 
Termination of w«* * 

By con<)ut?Kt, 173, 174 
By trenlie* of poavr, lOfi, 170, 

171 
Temporary. 172, 173 

Tmaties, (Scti l*onito) 
Alllanm itrpeudeut on, lOti, 

107,108. 107 
Ratified by thr Hov^relgn. 

107 
A duty of ombaHTtadoir^, 00, 

107 
Formation of* 100* 107 
Defined, IfUl 
Dependent on wort) of 

hononr, etc;., tOO, 107 
on, 11)7 

On eqtta) and nnequal term*, 
102,166 

Stable and juintfibte, 103, I6B 
View* of HuMmntii and tbe 

ArihstiMr^i on kinds of, 
170,171 

Duration of, !0H, 188 
Breach of, one of the causcHi 

for war, 16H 
When breach allowed of, 

160. 170 
Kautilya on breach of, 170 

Treatlea of peace as concluding 

Kindi of, 170fir. ^ 
Xtmt {smdhim Asmu), 

Defined In sukranlih 173 
Types of warfare In India, llUf*^ 

Vaasa) atatee, 26,57 
Vikrnma, a« opposed to 

tfAi, 266 
K/gmAe, 

A d)y)sloD in etatecralt,, 34 ’ 
Contraxted with ATele^e, HI 
To denote the Coadltkm 

war, III 

War, 
Am an engine to destt# 

* birbiHaai^ 100,10 

Conduct of b«!li|^)S|i 
3. 4 

af ■*' 
When^to be resorted% 

118,119 
Declaration of, 493*' 
Reiults uncertain " 
Bor acqniiition^ if.. 

to be avoid^* 
Views of 3rtidiii|tt^ 

Chivalry anllief^y^P 

Withdrawal 
OB tlM Mt 1^ 

For''Mqt^tbif.ii 

m 

MStiiu, 
Mnma, S3, 187.188 
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Results of, 164 
Treaties of peace condiicli^g, 

165, 166 
Contraband of, 197, 198 

Warfare, 
General humanity in, 17, 125, 

126 
Megasthenes on, 17, 126 
Yuan Chwang on, 17,117 
Definition and description of, 

109, 110 
Classification of, 111, 112 
Avoid reckless, 119 
Ideal in, 115ff. 
Conditions of, 110, 111 
Requisites of success in, 113, 

114 
In the Maharashtra, 117 

‘Agents, etc., in, 139fiE. 
To be fair and open, 121, 122 
Spies in, 145, 146 

Rules of, 148ff. 
MafMhhrata on order of 

arrays in, 148 
Limits of violence in, 148,149 
Instruments in, 149 
Types of, 111, ll2 

Warriors, (See K&hairiyas) 
Kinds of, 139ff. 

Wild tribes, 
As agents in war, 140, 143 
Last rank in the ArthaMstra 

of, 143 
Wives of captives in war spar¬ 

ed, 154, 160 
Writs {idsana), 

* Letters of Credence * in, 84, 
85 

Contents of, 85 
Purposes of, 85 
Kinds of, 85 
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